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Editor's Note 

As you will discover in your reading of No. 44, the world of 
Pater studies is indeed rich and varied. In addition to three book 
reviews, Billie Inrnan and B. J. Robinson have compiled a fascinat
ing annotation of journal articles, book reviews, and additional ref
erences to Pater. In addition, Elisa Bizzotto, Martine Lambert
Charbonnier, Noriyuke Nozue, and Ulrike Stamm-the newletter's 
International Correspondents-have each contributed translations of 
works treating Pater in their respective countries. As editor, I re
main truly amazed by the amount of work being done on Pater; 
these Paterians have pulled together this research. I am grateful to 
each of them. 

If there is a theme to this issue, I believe that it would be the 
notion of ''belatedness'' or "aftering"-that is, of the historical trans
figuration of Pater, both in his day and in ours. The three review
ers-Jim Adams, Lesley Higgins, and Ulrike Stamm-stress the histo
ricity of Pater and explain how he, his contemporaries, and his 
present-day critics represent the past in the present, providing, as 
Jim Adams puts it, "tropes of birth, death, and resurrection." The 
reviewers express some cautious criticism of the three works, but 
tmiformly offer generous praise for the new work being done on 
Pater. 

I would like to thank Baylor University for enabling me to 
maintain an agency account for the newsletter and the Department 
of English for absorbing mailing costs. I especially want to thank 
Karen Griffiths of the Information Technology Center at Baylor for 
her technical assistance in creating a Pagemaker format and Designer 
Club clipart for the newsletter and Carol McCulloch for her assis
tance in creating mailing labels. The Latin statement in the emblem 
is a headnote to Chapter III of MarillS: "Lord, I love [or have loved) 
the habitation of thy house" (Psalm 26:8). 

Jay Losey 
Baylor University 
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News 

Michael Silverman of London, a bookseller specializing in 
manuscripts, is offering for £400 an autograph letter of twenty-three 
words written by Waiter Pater to Edmund Gosse (No. 92 in Catalog 
20,2000). Pater wrote it apparently to confirm Gosse's acceptance 
of an invitation written to him and Mrs. Gosse on May 25 [1877] 
(Letter 36, Letters of Waiter Pater, ed. Lawrence Evans). 

The ten-volume New Library Edition of Pater's Works (Lon
don: Macmillan, 1910) has recently been reprinted both at a press 
and online. For the press reprinting, see "Books" in "Recent Publi
cations," below. The online printing is a project of Alfred J. Drake, 
Lecturer in English Literature and Composition at the University of 
California, Irvine. His section on Pater in his E-Texts for Victorimlists 
(http:/ / www.ajdrake.com/etexts / nav_ban.hlm) contains not only 
the ten-volume Works, but also Studies in the History of the Renais
sance (1873), The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry (1877), "Aes
thetic Poetry" (1889), and "Giordano Bruno" (1889). Drake states, 
after listing the two essays above: "This section will eventually con
tain essays published in the Westminster Review, The Fortnightly, 
among other journals." He is sharing his e-texts with Project 
Gutenberg, where they can be accessed at http: // ibiblio.org/ pub/ 
does/ books/ gutenberg. [8. Inman] 

Pater at NVSA 

A paper partly devoted to Pater was featured at the 2002 
meeting of the Northeast Victorian Studies Association (NVSA), 
hosted by Mary Wilson Carpenter at Queen's University in Kingston, 
Ontario, and dedicated to the topic "Victorian Origins and Excava
tions." Under that general topic, Vincent Lankewish (Penn State 
University) and Carolyn Williams (Rutgers University) 
collaboratively wrote and presented "To Those Who Wait: Patience, 
Patient Zero, and Zero Patience." On a panel called "Excavating 
Sexuality," the paper traced connections between Patience, the 1881 
Gilbert and Sullivan opera, and Zero Patience, John Greyson's 1993 
film, an AIDS-activist critique of the medical myth of "Patient Zero," 
a Canadian flight attendant who was in certain popular accounts sup-
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posed to have brought AIDS to North America. Sir Richard Burton 
returns from the Victorian era to become a character in the film, along 
with "Patient Zero," who returns from the dead and is invisible to 
everyone but Burton. Lankewish and Williams used Pater's early 
essay "Diaphaneite" as a model for the film's representation of Pa
tient Zero's "transparency," for the film argues that if we see through 
representations, the critical re-interpretation of the present will not 
only change our understanding of the past but will also prefigure a 
future more hospitable to difference and desire. Writing of the trans
parent figures who allow the forces of change to pass through them, 
Pater concluded that "a majority of such would be the regeneration 
of the world." Several Paterians and subscribers to The Pater News
letter were in attendance at this conference: Lesley Higgins, Gerhard 
Joseph, U. C. Knoepflmacher, George Levine, Jonathan Loesberg, 
and Jonah Siege\. Next year's NVSA conference will be held in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, at MIT, on the topic "Victorian Tech
nologies and New Media." Those interested in submitting paper pro
posals should visit the NVSA website for information: http:// 
fmc.utm.edu/nvsa!. [Carolyn Williamsl 
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Book Reviews 

Review of Jonah Siegel, Desire and Excess: The Nineteenth-Cen
tury Cu/hlre of Art (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000). 
328 pp. $65.00; pap. $19.95. 

Pater Among the Ruins 

The work of Pater occupies a modest place in Jonah Siegel's 
study-barely 20 pages out of more than 300-and if the treatment 
were excerpted from the volume as a whole it might seem modest 
in substance as well as length, since the topics it engages are emi
nently familiar ones in accounts of Pater: most broadly, the place of 
the past in the present, particularly as that relation is captured in 
tropes of birth, death, and resurrection. But no study I know has 
more vividly confirmed Pater's own tribute to "the life-giving prin
ciple of cohesion ... the new perspective, the resultant complexion, 
the expressiveness which familiar thoughts attain by novel juxtapo
sition" (Plato and Platonism 8). The cohesive power here resides in 
Siegel's remarkable command of what he calls "the nineteenth-cen
tury culture of art"; as he places Pater's career within "nineteenth
century drives toward the organization of admired objects from the 
past" (xv) he makes an unsurpassed case for Pater's centrality in 
post-Enlightenment reflections on art and the artist in relation to 
the history of art. 

As it explores the legacy of past art for modem artists-an 
inheritance that might seem at once exhilarating and disabling
Siegel's work recalls W. J. Bate's pioneering study, The Burden of the 
Past and the English Poet (1971). But Siegel's emphasis on the organi
zation of artifacts yields a very different history, in which the very 
idea of the modem artist emerges as one facet of efforts to give shape 
to the artistic past through cultural institutions, most notably the 
museum. Thus while Bate's poet-subject is in essence a trans-his
torical self confronted by novel historical anxieties, Siegel's artist
critic is itself an organizing concept brought into being in an effort 
to make sense of past art. This emphasis is indebted to recent 
poststructuralist accounts of the subject, particularly those of Fou
cault, but Siegel brilliantly locates his argument as a sustained cri
tique of Foucault's effort to reduce the author or artist to a mere 
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"function," an epiphenomenon of discursive and material forces. 
That effort, Siegel shrewdly rejoins, can itself be seen as one response 
to the cultural dynamic that the book explores: the seemingly over
whelming accumulation of past works of art, and correspondingly 
burdensome "proliferation of meaning" (in Foucault's phrase) over 
the course of the nineteenth century. Whereas Foucault interprets 
this abundance as freedom, and "the author" as a principle of 
economy designed to relieve weak minds of the burden of that free
dom by restricting the play of meaning, Siegel cOlmters this broadly 
Nietzschean move by urging more sympathetic attention to the anxi
ety Foucault disdains. Without such sympathy, Siegel argues, we 
carmot possibly tmderstand the significance of the artist not only as 
a concept but as an agent organizing actual artistic production. In 
this regard, Siegel wryly points out, the relationship between cre
ative agency and culture has been as much mystified by pronounce
ments of the death of the author as it has been by more traditional 
celebrations of heroic genius. Indeed, he observes (yet more boldly) 
that Foucault's work is energized by the remarkable fantasy "that 
there could be anything like art as we know it without artists as we 
know them" (10). 

Though Siege I understandably disavows any claim to "a 
consecutive history," his masterful study does follow a broadly chro
nological arc organized around four episodes. "Art in the Museum" 
explores not only the fascinations of classical art for late eighteenth
century artists (most notably Fuseli, David, and Blake), but also the 
tensions generated when archaeology yielded discoveries-such as 
the mosaics at Pompeii-which confounded Winckelrnannian ideali
zations of ancient art and culture. As the contemporary artist's abase
ment before the past was reorganized around a canon of idealized 
artists rather than art works, artistic reflection developed many 

9 

points of contact with literary 
biography. Part Two, "The Au
thor as Work of Art," explores the 
rise of this genre, in which 
"claims about artistic selves" re
ceive their fullest treatment. 
Here Keats is (predictably) the 
major presence, but Siegel also 
devotes lengthy attention to 
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Hazlitt and to Lockhart's Life of Scott, as well as to a suggestive re
discovery of the work of Isaac D'Israeli. Part Three, "Absence and 
Excess," develops a sustained comparison of the careers of Hazlitt 
and Ruskin, which in effect encapsulates the remarkably rapid or
ganization of art over the first half of the nineteenth century. Whereas 
Hazlitt's criticism was energized by a longing to encounter rarely 
accessible artifacts, Ruskin encountered an artistic legacy that was 
troubling in its very abundance. Pater and (more briefly) Wilde are 
then the focal points of the fourth and concluding part of the book, 
"The Deaths of the Critics," which analyzes the primacy of the critic 
in organizing the relation of past and present art. The longing for a 
lost golden age of art that Siegel analyzes in Part One is evoked 
again by Pater and Wilde only to be subtly or emphatically under
mined, precisely because for both critics, "the past is always im
pinging on the present" (13). The book concludes, aptly, with a re
reading of Foucault's bravura account of Velazquez's Ins Meninas at 
the opening of Les Mots et les Choses-an account which Siegel sub
versively and brilliantly redescribes as "a putting into practice the 
lesson of the modem museum" (273), with the museum's character
istic erasure of the complexly situated agency of the artist. 

Pater's own account of that agency has never seemed richer 
than in Siegel's incisive analysis, whose economy derives in part 
from bracketing the potent but elusive "confessional currents" (242) 
informing Pater's tropes of birth, death, and resurrection. Siegel 
focuses instead on a more impersonal assessment of modernity, un
derstood as a mode of experience which "is not simply in posses
sion of the fragments of the past but composed of those very frag
ments" (230). Thus, for example, gestation-whatever it might con
vey about the Paterian family romance-intrigues Pater as a figure 
for "the working of preexistent material into a new form" and "the 
presence of a new informing spirit in matter," and thus as "a com
pelling figure for the emergence of new cultural form" (236). Simi
larly, the motifs of wandering, birth, and death are interwoven into 
a complex meditation on cultural origins that is especially sugges
tive in Pater's acounts of Demeter and Persephone (245). Siegel's 
analyses also set Pater and Wilde into extremely productive juxta
position. Whereas Pater, he notes, "tends to the elegiac even at his 
most scandalous," Wilde dramatizes the power of death itself as a 
seduction, which Siegel pursues in an especially canny analysis of 
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Salomt! as staging a battle between two forms of excess, "boundless 
appetite and a self-abasement that in its ultimate fonn is death" (258). 

It is disappointing that Siegel's design precludes close en
gagement with existing scholarship, although nearly all of the rel
evant important scholarship on Pater is at least acknowledged. (The 
one oversight I noted was Perry Meisel's tendentious account of 
"Pater's Necropolis" in Tile Mytll of tile Modem.) That omission 
reflects the scope of the study, but also, I think, a markedly generous 
intelligence, which is impressively lucid, erudite, and incisive, but 
eschews the rhetorics of easy mastery (and the rebarbative prose) 
too often associated with "demystification" or the prosecutorial 
idiom of "interrogation." Siegel manages what is to my mind an 
exhilarating conjunction of historical sympathy with extremely canny 
analysis, analysis which is richly infonned by recent critical reflec
tion, but doesn't mistake the citation of authorities for the work of 
argument. 

No other study I know works out the dynamics of belated
ness in this particular conjtmction of literary and art-historical re
flection, engaging so many canonical figures (and rescuing more 
than a few obscure ones) across such a long trajectory-a very long 
nineteenth century. The synthetic power at work in all of this is in 
itself extraordinary. More importantly, nothing that I know con
structs so persuasively complex an understanding of creative agency, 
which charts a difficult course between, on the one hand, a 
Foucauldian submergence of subjectivity in dynamics of power I 
knowledge-probably the dominant model in current understand
ings of museum culture-and, on the other hand, the apotheosis of 
romantic selfhood most influentially articulated in Harold Bloom's 
musings on poetic belatedness. Finally, Desire and Excess makes these 
debates speak very pointedly to our own cultural moment, not only 
as models for academic discourse, but as a means of understanding 
the present and future of art and its institutions in relation to their 
various pasts. Like Pater's own criticism, this is one of those rare 
works that takes its own place within the history it so trenchantly 
explores. 

James Eli Adarns 
Comell University 
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Review of Elizabeth Prettejohn, ed., After the Pre-Raphaelites: 
Art and Aestheticism in Victorian England (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 1999; Manchester: Manchester Univer
sity Press, 1999). 265 pp. $59.00; pap. $26.00. 

The Art of Aftering 

Wyke Bayliss knew what Aestheticism meant: trouble. As 
he informed readers of The Higher Life in Art (1879), "'Art for Art's 
Sake' is only a synonym for dilettantism; but it is dilettantism 
stripped of its higher meaning, robbed of everything that makes it 
respectable" (107). The volume edited by Elizabeth Prettejohn is the 
antithesis of dilettante speculation or moralistic cant; eleven essays 
and an elegant introduction redress a significant gap in studies of 
Aestheticism by relocating its meanings in the context of Pre
Raphaelitism and broadening its interdisciplinary focus to include 
the visual arts as well as literary texts. 

The editor's choice of title and governing rubric for this col
lection is both practical and provocative. Focusing on the visual 
arts produced after, because of, in spite of, or in reaction against the 
Pre-Raphaelites provides a manageable field of inquiry. Provoca
tively, however, the whole notion of" aftering" has enabled many of 
the contributors to reconsider how and why artists in the 1870s, 1880s, 
and 1890s positioned themselves according to lessons learned, both 
in the studio and in the marketplace, from the "Brotherhood," and 
to challenge prevailing definitions of what constitutes the "work" 
of art and the aesthetic experience. 

How are the individual's aesthetic practices subsumed by a 
"school" identity or ethos? What does it mean to come "after" a 
group of artists who located their aesthetic "pre" or prior to that of 
Raphael? Are such chronological complexities genuinely instructive, 
the jockeying for historical position while furthering the nostalgic 
myth of a prelapsarian moment of technical accomplishments, ar
tistic vision, and cultural coherence? There are several kinds of 
"aftering" involved in Prettejohn's project. Firstly, the reader is learn
ing more about how people thought about, worked in, and viewed 
the visual arts in the decades immediately following the Pre
Raphaelites' efflorescence in the 1850s, and considering whether and 
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how a Rossetti or Burne-Jones did or did not change stylistically or 
thematically in subsequent years. Secondly, one returns to the 
Aestheticist scene after long or short exposure to the artists, arti
facts, and aesthetic ideologies which later emerged, including those 
of the Decadents, Symbolists, imagists, and Modernists. How does 
one recover or rehabilitate a response to Rossetti (or Pater, for that 
matter) after having been conditioned by T. S. Eliot's derogatory 
comments? After the Wilde trials, and Freud's psycho-cultural 
ascendency, how does one reconfigure the gaze in relation to Simeon 
Solomon's sketches or the nude displays of "physical culturist" 
Eugen Sandow? One might have expected or hoped that, after three 
decades of feminist scholarship (and more recently, gender and gay 
studies), critics would not consider their research complete before 
assessing stylizations of femininity and masculinity in texts or can
vases, or mapping the intersections of class and race when visual 
objects of desire are constmcted-but this is not the case in After the 
Pre-Raphaelites. Prettejohn's Introduction asserts that, "Sexuality is 
perhaps the most important unifying thread throughout the volume, 
from Rossetti's Bocca Baciata of 1859 in Chapter 1, to the male nudes 
of the 1890s in Chapter 11" (10). Not all of her contributors, how
ever, were aware of that thread, or demonstrate a critical adeptness 
in weaving and unweaving the meanings of desire, eroticism, and 
pleasure in relation to cultural work and its reception. In fact, many 
of the essays are disappointingly pedestrian in terms of the issues of 
gender, desire, and normativity that they do not raise. Prettejohn 
herself refers too easily to the "erotic intensity" of Dante Rossetti's 
Venus Verticordia or Simeon Solomon's Bacchlls, leaving unexplained 
or unchallenged the nature, function, and accessibility of the erotic 
experience cited. 

"Aestheticism in painting remains ill-defined" (2), the In
troduction cautions; it is "a label for designating certain aspects of 
later Victorian art that interest us, not as a historical claim that these 
artistic developments constituted a 'movement,' still less an 'avant
garde movement''' (4). Nonetheless, the collection itself is testimony 
to an abiding scholarly dependence on "groupification," a tendency 
to substitute labels or professionalized pigeon-holes for a fresh ex
amination of the pigeon. Whether or not the Aestheticist bird will 
fly, almost every essay contributes a lesson on its anatomy. In her 
study of Pater, Prettejohn acknowledges "the most familiar defini-
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tion of Aestheticism in painting, as a progressive drive away from 
intellectual content and towards 'pure' form" (48). It is a conscious, 
deliberate "revolt from Pre-Raphaelite 'truth-to-nahtre'" (49)-which 
she credits Pater for articulating, very obliquely, in his Shldy of 
Botticelli's rejection of Giotto's "naturalism." Aestheticism variously 
meant and means a fierce commitment to beauty (so Sidney Colvin 
insists, in "English Painters and Painting in 1867"), "the autonomy 
of visual arts" (3), or the need to "stress art's difference from other 
spheres of human endeavour" (7). Intense, even coded 
intertextualities are discernible, "shared motifs in visual or verbal 
form" (47) which reinforce a "shift towards interpretive rather than 
descriptive representation" (91). Yet even those affirmative networks 
must be "aftered," in terms of the "late Romantic tendency to reap
praise images and to personalise and decontextualise their mean
ings" (180). By the 1880s, popular journals like the Illustrated London 
News were representing Aesthetes as being "homosexual, unmascu
line and degenerate," especially when compared with "heterosexual, 
masculine, and healthy" athletes (247), but Whistler, among others, 
vigorously resisted the identification of Aestheticism as "the pri
mary site for the construction and enjoyment" of a homoerotic sen
sibility (248). All contributors would agree, however, that Aestheti
cism was represented as being "oppositional to social norms, 
fetishising artifice and individualism" (249), a discourse of differ
ence for artist and spectator alike to utilize. 

Taking her cue from Swinburne's remark that, "To art, that is 
best which is most beautiful; to science, that is best which is most 
accurate; to morality, that is best which is most virtuous," Prettejohn 
has subdivided the essays into three sections: Art, Science, and Mo
rality. Some of the assignments seem arbitrary. The "science" con
nections are the most tenuous at times, yet the essays by Asleson 
and Flint are among the most valuable in the volume. Flint is per
haps the only contributor to focus on "the relationship between art, 
science and aesthetics" (161). Few authors consider the all-impor
tant interconnectedness, in Victorian culture, of these and other is
sues. A discussion of aesthetic values, one can fairly say, was never 
only about aesthetics. Pater's Renaissance is but one excellent ex
ample of all that impinges upon "art for its own sake" and the plea
sures of the gaze. Similarly, whether one is reading John Ruskin, 
Herbert Spencer, or Charles Darwin, the "science" of aspects is never 
one-dimensional, nor discursively uncomplicated. 
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Prettejohn's Introduction is characteristically thoughtful, but 
one also discerns a surprising degree of prevarication. After all that 
has been made, said, and read in the name of "Aestheticism," does 
it remain a useful "label" or designation"? Exposure is definitely a 
primary impetus for Prettejohn: for people too limited to literary 
texts, she hopes to rectify the fact that "the paintings and sculptures 
associated with Aestheticism remain relatively obscure" (2). Sim
ply and importantly, her goal is "to relocate visual art from the pe
riphery to the centre of our debates on Victorian Aestheticism" (2). 

Given Prettejohn's accomplishments in Rossetti 
studies (Rossetti and His Circle, 1997), it seems both dis
appointing and strange that the analysis of "Rossetti 
and the Scandal of Art for Art's Sake in the Early 1860s" 
is provided by Alastair Grieve. Only towards the end 
of the essay are we informed that "Rossetti's circle in 
the early 1860s" consisted of Ford Madox Brown, Ed
ward Bume-Jones, Joanna Boyce (Christina Rossetti is 
never considered). Rossetti is always Rossetti for 

Grieve; little thought has been given to the deliberate or gradual 
modifications in aesthetic interests, characteristics, and techniques, 
or any reordering of his ideological perspective specifically after the 
1850s. Apparently, Rossetti's greatest "breakthrough" in 1858-1859 
was working in oils, instead of water colours, and a new commit
ment to sensuality. Grieve does note Rossetti's sudden interest in 
women's tresses-presenting, for example, "Fanny Comforth, indo
lently and narcissistically dressing her hair" (Woman Combing Her 
Hair, 1864}-but without giving any thought to the gender politics of 
representation. Usefully, however, he reminds us of the limited cir
culation of Rossetti's paintings in the 1860s; the artist preferred the 
exclusivity of the Hogarth Club or the Arundel Club for his exhibi
tions. Any future scholarly suggestions as to who was influenced by 
these works, and when, will have to be tempered to reflect the facts 
that Grieve presents. 

"Waiter Pater and Aesthetic Painting" is surveyed by 
Prettejohn, who declares Pater's essays to be "works of art": "They 
are not only explorations of the theory of Aestheticism but also ex
amples of its practice, comparable in a rigorous way to the poems of 
Rossetti or Morris and the paintings of Whistler or Bume-Jones" 
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(36). Most importantly, Prettejohn wants to expand our notion of 
intertextuality "to include cross-references between the verbal and 
visual" (37) and to demonstrate that "it is precisely the recurrence 
of the references, as opposed to their 'originality: that characterises 
the aestheticist project" (37). Her analysis of "Pater's notorious hab
its of obliquity" in this regard are most revealing. Citing the example 
of Wagner's Tannhiiltser, Prettejohn traces links from the opera to 
Baudelaire's essay to Rossetti, Swinbume, Leighton, and then a Wil
liam Morris narrative poem, which in tum leads directly to Pater's 
review of Morris's works and a reference to Wagner in "Aucassin 
and Nicolette." In the process of this "intertextual referenCing," fig
ures of myth and literature, and particular contemporary works, 
accrue cultural meaning and symbolic value-they become, in 
Bourdieu's words, "sanctified," and Pater's role as critic-cum-cul
tural-arbiter is advanced. 

Robin Spencer, a major figure in Whis
tler studies, considers "Whistler, Swinburne 
and Art for Art's Sake" in an essay that, for 
those unfamiliar with Whistler scholarship, 
will be very enlightening. The relationship 
between the poet and the painter is clarified, 
and the reasons for their well-publicized" fall
ing out" are assessed. (Whistler's life story 
is, in part, a series of bridges bumt and former 
friends denounced and scorned; Swinbume 

unwittingly joined a club whose membership included Oscar Wilde, 
Waiter Sickert, and many others.) Nonetheless, Spencer's biographi
cally based essay is stitched together with conjectures and supposi
tions: "There is no reason why Ruskin would not have approved," 
"Swinbume may also have brought to Whistler's attention," "It is 
difficult to imagine Whistler drafting the 'Ten o'clock' lecture with
out a copy of Swinbume's Blake at his elbow," and "Whistler almost 
certainly consulted Swinbume." One values Spencer's awareness 
tha t writers change their views, even contradict earlier assertions; 
thus he avoids the assumption that to invoke "Swinbume" or "Pater" 
is to refer to one consistent body of work or critical engagement. 
When discussing the ways in which Whistler and Swinbume de
ploy female figures, however, Spencer offers no consideration of 
gender encryptions, nor provides a usefully theorized approach to 
the "lesbian" subjects of Swinbume or Courbet. 
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Whistler is also the subject of Anne Koval's essay, "The' Art
ists' Have Come Out and the 'British' Remain: the Whistler Faction 
at the Society of British Artists." This is one of the volume's more 
specialized papers, but it is informative and lucidly written. 
Whistler's efforts to reform art exhibitions in the 1880s (he designed 
everything from the "hang" of the paintings to the gallery's interior 
decor, lighting, programs, even the staff members' apparel) remind 
one that savoring the photo-reproduction of a painting featured in a 
coffee-table book, some one hundred and forty years after the fact, 
is not the same thing as encountering the canvas for the first time 
during the hurly-burly of a Royal Academy show. Victorian gallery
goers and connoisseurs encountered new works of art in a different 
ambiance altogether. Their knowledge of paintings was based not 
only on less exposure, but a different kind of public spectatorship. 
Whistler 's attempts to cultivate the marketplace, yet distance him
self and his works from it, clearly anticipates the strategies of sev
eral modernists to resist commodification yet acquire readers, pa
trons, and financial backing. From Whistler's well-hyped shows (on 
his own behalf, and for the Society of British Artists) to the Parisian 
Salons des Refusees, Roger Fry's Post-Impressionist Exhibition in Lon
don, in 1910, New York's Armory Show of 1913, and Wyndham 
Lewis's attempts, in spring 1938, to submit Portrait of T. S. Eliot to 
the Royal Academy's annual exhibition, the art show as social and 
aesthetic theater was established. 

In the course of studying "Nature and Abstraction in A1bert 
Moore," Robyn Asleson comments very helpfully on nineteenth
century musical motifs: "For those fighting the tyranny of narrativity, 
music provided a seductive model of an art in which form and con
tent merge in an autonomous aesthetic experience unencumbered 
by external subject-matter" (126). Her work on Moore, however, 
constitutes a missed opportunity: when analyzing "the incremental 
steps that led from his pure nature studies of the late 1850s to the 
generalised female figure painting of the mid-1860s" she fails to 
consider the function of female figures and the ideas of women dis
seminated by the paintings he produces. It is not enough to say that 
the females in The Elements (1866) are "psychologically remote" (122). 
In Moore's works, as in Whistler's, any interest in women as psy
chological subjects is eschewed; concern for "a historically consti
tuted and culturally specific feminine subjectivity," as Griselda Pol-
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lock observes, "falls under his erasure" (Avant-Garde Gambits 1888-
1893, 71). There is only room for one subjectivity in the canvas: 
Whistler's or Moore's. 

Thanks to Caroline Arscott's essay, one realizes that the writ
ings of Pater and Ruskin should be juxtaposed more carefully with 
those of E. J. Poynter, who lectured at University College, London, 
in the 1860s and was made Slade Professor at its Slade School of Art 
from 1871 to 1875. Like Ruskin, Poynter was both an accomplished 
visual artist and an academic aestheticist. In key texts of the 1870s, 
Poynter, Ruskin, and Pater are all trying to define the "modem spirit" 
and determine whether or not it was, in Poynter 's words, '''becom
ing daily more opposed to the artistic spirit''' (qtd 139). Arscott's 
interesting comments about the value placed on "virile" action and 
"virile force" by Poynter and Ruskin deserve further development. 
Comparisons of their comments about the representation of nude 
male figures, however, are bereft of any consideration of gender codes 
and the complex operations of desire; it is too little, too late, in the 
penultimate paragraph, to observe that "the anatomical specimen 
[was) classed and gendered" (148). 

The analytical weaknesses of Arscott's argrunent are all the 
more evident when one reads Kate Flint's exemplary study of "Ed
ward Bume-Jones's The Mirror of Venus." This critically and theo
retically well-rounded essay is not simply a slunmary of how bod
ies are represented in the painting, but a superb analysis of the func
tion of physiology and its relation to subjectivity. Her discussion of 
"the practices of spectatorship" should be mandatory for everyone 
working in the field. 

Colin Cruise's brief analysis of Rossetti's "Annunciation" 
projects is everything that Grieve's long study is not. Deftly, Cruise 
identifies the "shift" in Rossetti's works, "when he moved from paint
ings with a medieval religious character to the Titianesque or High 
Renaissance paintings of female figures in the late 1850s," and then 
comments on the "tendency to conflate, accrete, and revise Chris
tian iconography" in Rossetti's poetics (182). In Cruise's paper, all 
of this insightful work, and intelligent comments about the 
refiguration of "female excellence" in late Pre-Raphaelite art, pro
vide the necessary background for a re-evaluation of "Wilde's aes
theticism and the message of beauty" and his singular contributions 
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to the representation of "male-male desire for an emerging gay co
terie" (179). Cmise's scholarly and imaginatively comparative es
say impresses upon the reader the importance of considering" the 
materials" -cultural, aesthetic, religious-which contributed to the 
construction of the "Wildean self" and Wilde's texts. The juxtaposi
tion of Pater 's art criticism with Anna Jameson's is also revealing. 
Readers of this newsletter will not be surprised by references to a 
"Pater-saturated, Catholic-inclined Oscar Wilde" (179) but will defi
nitely benefit from contemplating Wilde's writings in the broad con
text of "late-Romantic culhlfe and criticism" (168). 

When reading Whitney Davis's study of "John Addington 
Symonds and Homoerotic Art Criticism," one will either appreci
ate, or not, his discussion of a "homoerotic teleolgy" (188) and the 
Freudian frame of reference for his project. Generally, Davis con
siders the ethics of a "homoeroticist" (190), but he does so without 
questioning the function of ethical discourse, why was it appropri
ated and pursued by Symonds and others. Specifically, he argues 
that "Symonds was the Victorian writer perhaps most responsible 
for transforming the Winckelmannian aesthetics tha t had been ac
cepted for several generations into a recognisably contemporary criti
cal perspective and for anticipating its Freudianisation in the next 
generation" (188). Davis's discussion of Winckelmann's aesthetics 
does not replace that of Alex Potts (F/esll and the Ideal: Winckelmann 
and the Origins of Art History, 1994), but it is perceptive. Like Grieve, 
Davis also reminds us of the extensive private art world of Victorian 
England. One wonders, however, what Cmise would say about ca
sual references to the "visual intelligibility of Solomon's eroticism" 
(201), or what Carolyn Williarns would think of Davis's assertion 
that Pater "misread" artists like Solomon when articulating an 
"aestheticist ethic" that one should "bum always with this hard, 
gem-like flame" (207). 

Astutely, Prettejohn includes two discussions of the place of 
the nude in late Victorian art: Alison Smith's "The 'British Matron' 
and the Body Beautiful: the Nude Debate of 1885" and Michael Hatt's 
"Physical Culture: the Male Nude and Sculpture in Late Victorian 
Britain." In retrospect, one can only wish that Smith and Hatt had 
exchanged essays prior to publication, so that the insights inform
ing Hatt's study of the male nude and sculpture were equally avail
able to Smith. At the same time, one would want the conclusions 
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and assumptions made by Hatt (the" Aesthetic Movement was, of 
course, the primary site for the construction and enjoyment of a ho
mosexual identity" [248]) to be discussed, if not challenged. Smith's 
survey of the art education then available for women and men is 
very interesting. Arguing that "we have inherited a skewed view of 
nineteenth-century art production" (241), Hatt demonstrates how 
and why the male nude comes "to the fore again," in the late nine
teenth century, "exactly when" homosexuality "emerged so pub
licly" (240). Yet one could read his discussion in a more focused 
way if the concluding comments-that he is concerned with "the 
gendering of the nude and the sexualising of the aesthete" (254)
had been presented at the outset. Hatt refers to the "cultural and 
erotic paradigm of Aestheticism" (240) but never defines his terms. 
Very revealing, however, is his explanation that "around 1800 the 
term 'nude' refers principally to the male, while a century later 'nude' 
refers to the female" (240). (For further and more thorough analy
ses of such issues, one should turn to the work of feminist art critics 
and historians such as Griselda Pollock and Linda Nochlin.) The 
work of Andreas Huyssen (After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass 
Culture, Post-Modernism, 1986) is never mentioned, but Hatt is also 
aware that, in late Victorian society, "sexuality was defined through 
the feminine-the girl, the woman, 
the femnie fatale, and of course the 
effeminate-and femininity was the 
means of defining the aesthete, as a 
case of gender inversion" (248). 
According to Hatt, Aestheticism 
was initially known as the producer 
of sexual "deviancy"; gradually, it 
was believed to be the product of 
such cultural forces. "While Aes
theticism began as the place where 
homosexuality was fostered" he 
states, "by the 1890s a reversal had 
taken place and homosexuality was 
seen as the basis of Aestheticism" 
(249). 

Pater researchers short on time might assume that only one 
or two essays in After the Pre-Raphaelites would interest them or ben
efit their work-but they would be incorrect. There is a kind of luxu-
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rious intellectual expansiveness possible only when venturing out
side one's usual literary purview. The essays are lmfailingly infor
mative; the theoretical shortcomings of some simply challenge the 
reader to probe more fully the deployment of bodies in the visual 
arts, the possibilities of the gaze, and the meanings of aesthetic 
spectatorship and pleasure. 

Prettejohn is also to be complimented for ensuring the first
rate production values of the volume: the size and format of the 
book make for easy reading (generous margins are a boon); the in
dex is helpful; and the illustrations are well produced. The notes 
alone are worth reading, especially in terms of then-contemporary 
journals, commentaries, and exhibitions that contributed to the dis
semination of aesthetic culture and Aestheticist discourse. Would 
Wyke Bayliss approve? Probably not. 

Lesley Higgins 
York University 

Review of Thomas Liitkemeier, Chez Soi: the Aesthetic Self in 
Arthur Schopenhauer, Waiter Pater alld T. S. Eliot. A Study in the 
Aesthetic Theories of Schopellhauer, Pater alld Eliot, with Special 
Regard to Notions of Selfhood, Time and InfIuellce. (Wiirzburg: 
Konigshausen and Neumann, 2001). 

The Selfless Aesthetic 

Thomas Liitkemeier's study looks at the similarities between 
the aesthetic theories of the German philosopher Arthur 
Schopenhauer and the English writer Waiter Pater. In a cursory dis
cussion of T. S. Eliot's aesthetic theory at the end of the book, he 
deals with the concepts of Eliot's theory of impersonality and the 
"objective correlative" in this context, which serves mainly as a kind 
of background against which the significance of Pater's work can be 
shown more convincingly. As there are still so few studies of the 
intercultural relations, influences, and dependencies that are impor
tant for many writers, especially a writer like Pater, who read abun
dantly and beyond the boundaries of national literatures, such a 
study is in itself of great merit and interest. Liitkemeier says in his 
Preface that at the outset of his project he assumed Pater had been 
influenced by Schopenhauer in some way, and although there is no 
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evidence that Pater ever read anything by the German philosopher, 
this does not mean that it could not have occurred, as Schopenhauer 
became popular after 1850 among writers and artists. Liitkemeier's 
intention is to analyze the similarities between the two authors and 
he states that he has discovered "a surprising correspondence be
tween these two systems of thought" (10). 

Schopenhauer has a special place in the history of German 
philosophy, it being one outside the development of German ideal
ism, which up to now has been the main focus of studies on Pater's 
reception of German philosophy. Liitkemeier starts his study with a 
thorough and detailed analysis of Schopenhauer's philosophy, which 
he understands-with reference to Ulrich Pothast's interpretation of 
Schopenhauer-as "a theory of aesthetic being." In the first half of 
his study Liitkemeier, using a wide range of secondary literature, 
works out the complex and sometimes self-contradictory argumen
tation in Schopenhauer's theoretical writings, especially his main 
work "Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung," in which Schopenhauer 
develops his notion of the antithesis of the will and representation. 
As the will is, according to Schopenhauer, exactly that which is not 
representation, the will cannot be found or accessed in this world, 
which we perceive as representation but is actually the will. In the 
world of representation, everything exists in the forms of time, space 
and causality, which also serve as the principillm individllationis. Only 
by casting off one's individuality can one experience the reality which 
is produced by the will and which we can perceive through the Ideas: 
"The ideas shine in the reality of the one will. . .. Thus we can 
conclude that the abandonment of our personality, the losing of our
selves in the object, is the one way open to us that leads to reality" 
(69). Now aesthetic contemplation, in which our individuality and 
the individuality of the object are cancelled out, lead to a limited 
knowledge "not of the thing in itself, but of its adequate objectifica
tion, as Schopenhauer calls it, namely the Platonic ideas, which form 
the essence or the kernel of the objects of the phenomenal world" 
(9). Thus, in the aesthetic moment the aesthetic self, at that moment 
a self without its individuality, perceives the Idea without the forms 
of time, space, and causality. As Liitkemeier makes clear in his final 
chapters on Schopenhauer, the question of how the will and Ideas, 
which are objectifications of the will, relate to each other remains 
unanswered; another unresolved question is whether aesthetic con-
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templation and art are only a consolation for the continuous suffer
ing that being entails or whether they also liberate the subject from 
the will in a way similar to the conscious denial of the will to live, 
which Schopenhauer offers as a final solution. 

The part of the book devoted to the analysis of Pater's work, 
entitled" A Shldy in Self and Time," is shorter than the section on 
Schopenhauer and deals with some of Pater's essays on the Renais
sance, with "The Child in the House," Imaginan) Portraits, and "Style." 
Liitkemeier focuses on the notion of aesthetic criticism, the aesthetic 
self, and the aesthetic moment, quoting extensively from many sec
ondary sources on Pater, especially from Carolyn Williams' Trans
figured World. He reads Pater's texts against Schopenhauer's and 
sees as a main point of similarity between the two that "the Paterian 
selves as such, also vanish in the aesthetic process" (157) and, in the 
words of Richard Titlebaum, whom he quotes, like '''Schopenhauer, 
Pater envisioned not action but aesthetic contemplation as delivery 
from the cosmic flux'" (162). Liitkemeier assumes that Pater devel
oped a "theory of self that is missing in Schopenhauer's aesthetics" 
(158). This theory of self embraces the simultaneous dissolution of 
the subject while it maintains the self as a "sort of cumulative quan
tity" (177), at which point Liitkemeier refers to Carolyn Williarns' 
interpretation that the "problematized notion of a stable, unified 
self ... [has been] replaced not by dissolution but by a rhythm of 
dispersal and gathering" (177). This resulting self, associated with 
the "chez soi," is strong because it collects and combines all sorts of 
influences. Liitkemeier reads this Paterian self as a version of 
Schopenhauer's aesthetic subject that has shaken off individuality. 
Thus, according to Liitkemeier, Pater comes up with a sort of "self
less self," which "appears to be an individual self and at another 
point is being described rather as a combination or merger of im
personal powers and forces" (260). Liitkemeier finds that 
Schopenhauer and Pater agree in the notion of the aesthetic subject 
as selfless, with this notion being for both authors a solution to the 
problem of the flux of time. It follows from this that aesthetic criti
cism implies that "subject and object disappear in one another" (260). 
It could be argued that with this view of aesthetic criticism Pater's 
finer tools of analysis, his work with concepts and his sophisticated 
argumentation are somewhat underestimated. 
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Liitkemeier discovers as a second point of similarity between 
Schopenhauer and Pater their efforts to transfigure the actual world 
and to achieve a different and higher insight into reality. He explains 
that Pater allows himself a certain freedom with his sources when 
reconstructing the work of an artist like Leonardo because his aim is 
"to reach the essence of the subject, the Idea, as Schopenhauer would 
say, that in the personality of the subject which is of general impor
tance, and of which the individual form it takes in the subject is only 
one possible representation" (166). In a similar way, the newly found 
ability of Duke Carl of Rosenmold to open himself to the imagina
tive appeal of the elements is interpreted by Liitkemeier as a de
scription of "Schopenhauer's notion of the merger of subject and 
object, of the disappearance of the subject in the aesthetic object, in 
the aesthetic moment that reveals to us the Idea of this object, its 
true nature, its essence" (239) . In such instances the reviewer would 
have wished for a more critical discussion that takes into account 
the great differences between the two writers. This might have been 
the result if Liitkemeier had compared the notions of Schopenhauer 
and Pater more directly. What he does provide is more a reading of 
the works of each author from the perspective of the other 's writ
ings. And one gets the impression that the author himself is not 
always so convinced of this approach as he makes most of his com
parisons of Schopenhauer and Pa ter in the footnotes. 

What is missing is a discussion of the essential differences 
between the two authors, which would have made this compara
tive study complete. It would have been interesting if Liitkemeier 
had traced the development of thought from the early to the late 
19th century by focusing on their affinities and differences. In his 
final comments Uitkemeier does admit that "here texts are being 
compared and related to each other which differ fundamentally in 
form and in content, in aim as well as in design" (293), a difference 
which he explains only by pointing out that Schopenhauer devel
oped a philosophical system and Pater a notion of aesthetic criti
cism. 

One of the main differences can be perceived, for example, 
in Liitkemeier's comparison of Schopenhauer's notion of the one 
eye of the world that exists in all beings and Pater's belief that we 
can recover the past and understand it. He quotes Carolyn Will-
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iams' assumption that the past exists within the present as "a differ
entiated company of voices engaged there in 'the dialogue of the 
mind with itself'" (199). Here to my understanding lies an impor
tant difference between Schopenhauer and Pater. Whereas 
Schopenhauer relates this general consciousness to the Platonic Idea, 
thereby constructing a sort of monism, Pater's general conscious
ness, which is able to recollect all the past, implies a multiplicity of 
conflicting voices quite distinct from Schopenhauer's one eye. 

A further difference lies, in my view, in the alleged corre
spondence between Pater's attempts at transfiguring the actual world 
and Schopenhauer's assumption of Ideas as objectifications of the 
will. The Ideas form, as does the will, a sort of prior reality which 
bears no resemblance to Pater's notion of relativism and his reluc
tance to accept any kind of origins (210). As Schopenhauer's works 
are used as a point of reference for reading Pater, one sometimes 
gets the impression that the English author does not pave the way 
to modernism, but develops a sort of crypto-idealist theory in which 
a fairly easy and elegant reconciliation of the ntptures of modernity 
is achieved. An example of this is Lutkemeier's positive interpreta
tion of Pater's notion of influence as a solution to the problem of 
death (230), which excludes all the darker aspects of Pater's imagi
nation. 

Another important difference between the two authors con
cerns the question of the will. How does Pater's imaginary world, 
in which all the imaginary protagonists certainly show a lack of will 
and determination, relate to a philosophy that views the will as the 
ultimate reality of the world? 

There are other very interesting points of correspondence 
between Schopenhauer and Pater that could be examined. For ex
ample, Llitkemeier describes very convincingly the unresolved di
chotomy in Schopenhauer of the "dark will" and the "lucid ideas," 
leaving unresolved the question of how the beautiful ideas, i.e., the 
saving aspect of art, can develop from the dark, striving, and blind 
will. This could be compared with Pater's dichotomy between the 
Dionysian and the Apollonian aspects of art, i.e., with the relation
ship between art as a saving faculty and its potential for destruction 
as it is portrayed in "Denys I' Auxerrois." However, it must be ac-
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knowledged that one of the contributions of secondary studies is to 
pave the way for further investigations in the same field. Thus, it is 
a great merit of this study that it describes the affinities in 
Schopenhauer's and Pater's aesthetics, both of which pursue the 
concept of an impersonal self. These correspondences show the need 
for further discussions, for which Liitkemeier's thorough analysis 
of Schopenhauer's philosophy offers a valid starting point. 

Ulrike Stamm 
University of Trier 
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Recent Publications 

Compiled and Edited by Billie A. Inman 
Annotated by Bormie J. Robinson and International Correspondents 

Books 

Bizzotto, Elisa. La mano e I'anima: Il ritratto immaginario fin de siec/e 
[Hmld and Soul: Tile Fin-de-Siec/e Imaginary Portrait]. Milano: 
Cisalpino [Via Eustachi, 12 20129 Milano; 
cisalpino@monduzzi.com], 2001. A study of the imaginary 
portrait genre, with chapters on the early nineteenth-century 
background; Rossetti, Morris, and Solomon; Pater; Vernon Lee 
and Oscar Wilde; Dowson and Yeats; Symons and Synge. (To 
be reviewed by Maurizio Ascari in the PN, Fall 2002) 

Bucknell, Brad. Literanj Modernism and Musical Aesthetics: Pater, Pound, 
Joyce, and Stein. New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002. 
(Not seen; to be reviewed in the PN) 

Pater, Waiter. Collected Works. 12 vols. Murietta, CA: Classic Books, 
2001. [Information on the general contents of this Collected Works 
comes from OCLC and a representative of Classic Books.] This col
lection contains, in major part, reprints of the New Library Edition of 
Pater's Works, first published in London by Macmillan and Company 
in 1910, as follows: 

Vol. I: The Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetnj 
Vols. 11 and Ill: Marius the Epicurean: His Sensations and Ideas 
Vol. IV: Imaginanj Portraits 
Vol. V: Appreciations, with an Essay on Style 
Vol. VI: Plato and Platonism: A Series of Lectures 
Vol. VII: Greek Studies: A Series of Essays 
Vol. VIII: Miscellaneous Studies: A Series of Essays 
Vol. IX: Gaston de Latola: An Unfinished Romance 
Vol. X: Essays from the "Guardian" 

It also contains the following: 

27 

Uncollected Essays [reprints of twelve essays and reviews pub
lished in periodicals but not included in any Macmillan 
collection]. Portland, Maine: Thomas B. Mosher, 1903. 

Sketches and Reviews [nine essays and reviews: "Coleridge as a 
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Theologian," the sections of "Coleridge's Writings" 
(1866) not included in "Samuel Taylor Coleridge" 
(1880) or "Coleridge" (1889); "Aesthetic Poetry" 
(1889), which contains most of "Poems by William 
Morris" (1868), somewhat revised; and seven writ
ings published in Uncollected Essays]. A reprint of 
Sketches and Reviews, with a Foreword by Albert 
Mordell. New York: Boni and Liveright, 1919. 

Sassoon, Donald. Mona Usa: The History of the World's Most Famous 
Painting. London: Harper Coli ins, 2001. Sassoon seeks to 
explain the "complex, historically determined sequence of 
events" contributory to making the Mona Usa the most widely 
recognized and the most popular painting in the world. 
Pater's contribution to the rise of the Mona Usa is discussed 
at length in Chapter 6: "Mona Lisa as a Visual Zeitgeist," an
notated under "Essays," below. 

Thomas, Kathleen. Comparison of Ideas between "The Renaissance" 
and "Culture and Anarchy." Edinburgh: Pentland Press, 2001. 
Written in an uneven, sometimes vernacular, style, this book 
of fifty-six pages is an idiosyncratic discussion of the two 
works named in the title rather than an analytical compari
son. The author, a student of history, does not take into ac
cOlmt previous scholarship on Pater. 

White, Chris, ed. Nineteenth-Centun; Writings on Homosexuality: A 
Sourcebook. London and New York: Routledge, 1999. The 
writings, in various genres, are organized in chapters en
titled "The Mute Sin," "Law," "Science," "Modes of Defence," 
"Greek Love," "Gaveston and Mr. W. H ." (including Pater's 
"Conclusion" to The Renaissance [3rd ed.], and an excerpt from 
"Early Writings" [Chapter Il] of A. C. Benson's Waiter Pater, 
1906); "Whitmania," "Love" [subheads: "Men" and 
"Women"), "Sex," "Boy-love," and "Tourism." Jennifer 
Rycenga's review of this book is annotated below. 
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Book Forthcoming 

Brake, Laurel, Lesley Higgins, and Carolyn Williarns, eds. Waiter 
Pater: Transparencies of Desire, with an Introduction by James 
Eli Adarns. Greensboro, NC: ELT Press, September 2002. 
Twenty essays based on papers presented at "Reading Pater 
at the Millennium," a conference held at Christ Church Col
lege, Oxford, July 28-30, 2000. 

Essays 

Bann, Stephen. "Waiter Pater to Adrian Stokes: Psychoanalysis and 
Humanism." In Comparative Criticism (An Annual Journal), 
23: Humanist Traditions in the Twentieth Century. Ed. E. S. 
Shaffer. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001. 201-
210. Bann considers the "significance of Freud's discoveries 
for the cultural lineage to which Stokes belonged ... the tra
dition of English aesthetic criticism" (201). He challenges 
the assumption that Freud "split the [human] subject" and 
thereby undermined humanism. He calls Ruskin "pre
Freudian" (203) because he was frustrated by multiple im
ages of the same figure that he could not treat as one; and he 
sees some late nineteenth-century figures-J. A. Symonds, 
Pierre Loti, Sarah Bernhardt-as multiple ("split") personali
ties. In other words, the human subject was "collapsing" 
before Freud appeared, and "Freud's formulation of the no
tion of the tillconscious succeeded in taking at least part of 
the strain of the collapsing structure [the human subject]" 
(208). Pater, Freud's "admired precursor," unlike Ruskin, 
according to Bann, could synthesize sound, symbols, and 
multiple meaning into one image, as in his Mona Lisa pas
sage, and, further, "anchor" his image in "the artist's per
sonal psychology" (203). Stokes, benefiting from knowledge 
of Pater and Freud, could "invest" words and images with 
multiple meaning and demonstrate "that psychoanalytic 
method can be, in its own way, the salvation rather that the 
destruction of humanism, a t the price of realizing the truth 
of the principle that ... : 'To explain anything we go back'" 
(209). 
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Carrier, David. "Waiter Pater's 'Winckelmann.'" Journal of Aesthetic 
Education 35:1 (Spring 2001): 99-109. Carrier explores the 
significance of Alexander Nehamas's arguments on philoso
phy as stated in his The Art of Living: Socratic Reflections from 
Plato to Foucault by applying them to Pater's "Winckelmann." 
Nehamas argues that philosophy can be conceived as "a theo
retical discipline concerned to offer arguments; and the in
terest of Socrates, Montaigne, and also (so he argues) 
Nietzsche and Foucault in the art of living" (99). The art of 
living constructs the self, using both philosophical and liter
ary means. Carrier believes that Pater combines the philo
sophical and the literary in his work. His literary method in 
"Winckelmann," as Carrier explains, is bipartite, looking at 
Winckelmann's life divisions of past and present, pagan and 
Christian, North and South (Italy). Goethe, who brings 
Winckelmann into modem art, spans these divisions: "That 
Goethe appears in both parts of 'Winckelmann: as Dante is 
represented in both frescoes [Disputa and Parnasslls, by 
Raphael], exemplifies the central theme of Pater's book. The 
Renaissance both breaks with and builds upon antiquity. Tile 
Renaissance is about transitions-its argument that the Renais
sance is a transition both preserving and transcending an
tiquity is presented in the form of its literary structure" (102). 
Winckelmann's writing on art failed to span the pagan and 
Christian eras, but his life, because of Goethe's use of it in 
his own art, succeeded in so doing. "His life becomes a work 
of art only when described by Goethe and Pater, who recog
nize (as Winckelmann did not) that today the world of Hel
lenism has become distant" (105). Pater looks for a unity 
between inner and outer, pagan and Christian, a unity for 
which Winckelmann did not look. According to Carrier, 
"Winckelmann" thus shows how a life can be a work of art, 
and in so doing Pater suggests the political point that all 
humans, not just the rich, should be able to make their lives 
into works of art. The connections Pater makes between the 
modem Christian era and the ancient pagan era, Carrier con
cludes, offer a "suggestive perspective on Nehamas's argu
ment" (108). 
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Fluck, Winfried. "The Search for Distance: Negation and Negativ
ity in Wolfgang lser's Literary Theory." New Literan) His
ton) 31:1: On the Writings of Wolf gang [ser (Winter 2000): 175-
210. In considering how reader-response or reception theory' 
has fallen into disfavor, Fluck suggests rehabilitating lser's 
work by studying its historical contexts, "trying to recover 
some of the historical and political experiences that stand at 
the beginning of lser's work and have provided it with a set 
of questions and themes to which he has returned time and 
again" (177). Most important of these themes, Fluck sug
gests, is lser's search for distance: "'Distance' here refers ... 
to a wish for ... the opening up of a space for self-determi
nation" (178), a need prompted by the "compromised cul
tural heritage that the postwar period brought" (178). In this 
search for distance, lser turned to Pater, who "provided a 
radicalized version of the idea of art as the ultimate value of 
existence" (180) and who corrected, in effect, New Criticism's 
approach to art as self-referential. lser finds in Pater's "aes
thetic sphere" the distance he wants (180). The "in between" 
quality of this aesthetic sphere [where" Art and real life joined 
hands, as it were, under the table" (180)] allows the reader to 
move between "either / or positions" and so never to become 
"arrested in anyone position or perspective"(181). lser ad
mires Pater's focus on the transitional state of literature and 
literary periods. Yet he finds that the aesthetic sphere can
not "extend" into aesthetic experience because, as Fluck 
quotes lser, '''The aesthete lives in contradiction to reality, 
and herein lies the revolutionary aspect of his attitude, for 
his approach breaks up existing, solidified fonns of life. But 
he can go no further than this negative contradiction, being 
unable to devise new forms and ideals. This is why all Pater's 
characters perish in the end'" (182). This dilemma, Fluck 
writes, leads to lser's interest in the "'art of reflexivity"'(183), 
and, later, "negation" and "negativity"(185), embodied in 
literary modernism. "The crucial concept of the blank is a 
rewriting of the idea of negation in phenomenological tenns 
tha t allows lser to ground the promise of distance in the act 
of cognition itself" (188). 
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Frean, R. G. "The Text of Pater's Marius: Some Problems" [a synop
sis]. In Australasian Universities Language and Literature Asso
ciation: Proceedings and Papers of the Thirteenth Congress Held 
at Monash University 12-18 August 1970. Ed. J. R. Ellis. 
Melbourne: AULLA and Monash University, 1997. 150-15l. 
Roland G. Frean's dissertation, written at the University of 
Toronto in 1961, is the most thoroughgoing source study of 
Marius yet done. Its title is "Waiter Pater's Marius the Epicu
rean: Notes and Commentary Preliminary to a Critical Edi
tion." In 1982 Frean, then Chairman of the Department of 
English at Massey University, Palmerston North, New 
Zealand, was named Editor of the Marius volume of the 
planned (but not produced) Complete Works of Waiter Pater, 
under the General Editorship of Donald L. Hill. In May of 
1983, he began further study of the text of Marius at Oxford, 
but later in that year, was stricken by a fatal heart attack while 
vacationing in Switzerland. Reading this synopsis of a pa
per (apparently not published) that he presented in 1970 (re
printed in 1997) reminds one of what bad fortune it was for 
Pater scholarship that R. G. Frean was unable to complete 
his edition. The paper synopsized treated Pater's indebted
ness to various sources, the repetition by Pa ter of phrases 
from his earlier texts in his later texts, and textual elements 
in the New Library Edition text of Marius (1910) that do not 
appear in any of the three editions published during Pater's 
lifetime. On the first of these subjects Frean states: " ... we 
should note the presence in Marius of phrases from such 
books as Boissier's La Religion Romaine, Tylor's Primitive Cul
ture, Becker's Gallus, Smith's various dictionaries of antiqui
ties, and the Roma Sottereana of Northcote and Brownlow; 
we should also note Pater's use ofJebb's Latin translation of 
Aristeides, Gataker's Latin translation of Marcus Aurelius, 
and the English translation of Apuleius published in the Bohn 
Classical Library." [B. lrunan] 

Greger, Christoph. "Constructing the Aesthetic Gaze: Salome and 
the Submissive Art of Spectatorship." Literature and Psychol
ogy 47:3 (2001): 38-52. Beginning his essay with a discussion 
of the way the narrator in "A Prince of Court Painters" sees 
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and writes about Watteau's paintings, Gregor moves to a 
discussion of Pater's consistent endeavor to delineate" a new 
way of seeing, a new way of ordering visual perception" (38), 
one that counters Ruskin's spiritual, paternalistic way of see
ing art. In response to Ruskin, "Pater ... sought to subordi
nate the 'masculine' moral authority of [his] own prose to a 
feminine, sensual, and visual authority which [he] located 
within the image itself" (40). Wilde appropria ted this con
flict in his Sa/DInt!, making Jokanaan the Ruskinian, prophetic 
voice: '''the Prophet's authority is real, and, in fact, complete; 
the terror it rouses in Herod must be genuine in order for 
him to submit to it once it is invested in Salome [when she 
possesses rus head / mouth, the vehicle of rus Ruskin-like 
voice]" (49) . Herod employs the aesthetic gaze of Pater when 
he simultaneously acrueves rus desire for Salome by watch
ing her dance and delays it by watching her dance rather 
than by consummating his desire for her. Gregor summa
rizes thus: "Paterian aestheticism was born out of a discourse 
in wruch a ruerarchy of moral and aesthetic values was as
sumed, and its strategies, I have endeavored to show, de
pend upon such hierarchies [of 'moral values as distinct, 
rather than subsidiary to, aesthetic value' (49)]" (50). 

Kjeldsen, Jette. "What Can the Aesthetic Movement Tell Us about 
Aesthetic Education?" Journal of Aesthetic Education 35:1 
(Spring 2001): 85-97. Kjeldsen considers the usefulness of 
Aesthetic Movement ideals to aesthetic education. She brings 
attention to Pater's subjectivist criteria in analyzing art, cri
teria that promote egalitarianism, "by singling out the indi
vidual aesthetic experience as the first step toward aesthetic 
judgment, a step not only for the aesthetic critic but, as the 
reader-response critic Louise Rosenblatt argues, for every
body experiencing a work of art" (85). A viewer's analytical 
"imaginative reason" is most called into play by "incomplete
ness, merging of borderlines, and gaps in works of art" (87). 
Kjeldsen then applies Pater's criteria for and method of aes
thetic analysis to Whistler's The Little White Girl, the gaps in 
which painting evoke Swinburne's poem "Before the Mir
ror./I 
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Meisel, Perry. "Psychoanalysis and Aestheticism." American Imago 
58:4 (2001): 749-766. Meisel discusses the literary qualities of 
Freud's psychoanalytic methods. These qualities owe inspi
ration to Gustav Fechner, who provided Freud with "the 
principle of constancy" and with chiasmus, both of which 
realize the other (753). Freud's anxiety over this influence 
prevented him, according to Meisel, from acknowledging 
Fechner's originality until Beyond the Pleasure Principle. 
Pater's influence on Freud, according to Meisel, reflects the 
theory of constancy itself, or of "the self's relation to the world 
in Beyond the Pleasure Principle (1920): one in which the ab
sorption of stimulation, or 'influence' becomes automatic or 
'unconscious'" (764). Therefore, Freud freely cites Pater four 
times in his study of Leonardo da Vinci. Pater's ideas in 
effect overlap with those of constancy and chiasm us: "As 
with Freud, Pater's emphasis is on 'brain-building' (1878, 
173), or self, and the influences that shape it, particularly the 
deferred action that fashions the self through retrospection" 
(758). Further, Pater's Conclusion to The Renaissance tends 
to merge "self and world, inside and outside ... it [the line 
that falls between them] changes moment to moment in its 
effort to maintain a state of constancy in subject and object 
alike" (759). Both Freud's and Pater's "self" is "material ... 
even though, in both writers, materiality is infinitely porous" 
(759). 

Millet-Gerard, Dominique. "Augustinian Motives and Christian 
Presence in Marius the Epicurean by Waiter Pater: 'The ro
mance of a soul.'" Recherches Augustiniennes 24 (Paris: Ehldes 
Augustiniennes, 1989): 357-378. This essay examines the 
origin and meaning of the Augustinian motif in Marills the 
Epicurean. The influence of Saint Augustine goes far beyond 
the two episodes where he is openly referred to in the book. 
In "The Will as Vision," a key chapter that includes Marius's 
vision of his divine companion, the analysis of the word vi
sion testifies to the crossed Augustinian and Platonic refer
ences. At the beginning of the chapter Marius's illumina
tion implicitly echoes Saint Augustine's revelation in the 
garden in Milan as well as the momentum intelligentiae in Os
tia. The final vision of" a self not himself" encapsulates Chris-
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tian and pagan concepts-Augustinian theology, Plato's ideas 
and Aristotle's notion of the mind. Vision is no substitute 
for the will, but rather a poetic image which testifies to its 
strength. Contrary to Saint Augustine, Pater does not associ
ate the will with power-the power to do things-but with 
knowledge and self-discovery. In the same chapter the medi
tation on memory, especially when Marius becomes aware 
of its unifying power, conjures up Saint Augustine's Confes
sions. Companionship is essential for Marius's development, 
and so in his spiritual journey he meets characters who are 
also doubles of himself-from Flavian to Marcus Aurelius, 
Cornelius, and Cecilia. The book tends towards Christian 
conversion but Marius seems to remain just on the thresh
old. In that "romance of a soul" the spiritual journey is aes
thetic rather than Christian and Saint Augustine's use of the 
word umbratilis is very appropriate to define Pater's art. The 
term is used in the Confessions to define Christ's underlying 
presence in the Old Testament. Here IImbratilis may well char
acterize Pater's aesthetics-a symbolist novel which is open 
to many readings and interpretations. [M. Lambert
Charbonnier 1 

_____ ---,-___ . "Symbolist Poetics of Psyche: Waiter Pater 
as Reader, Translator and 'Conductor' of Apuleius's Tale," 
Bulletin de [,Association Gllillallme Bude (Paris : Les Belles 
Lettres, March 1990): 48-71. The myth of Psyche aroused 
the interest of several English writers and poets of the turn 
of the century, in particular that of Pater, who wrote his own 
"translation" of the tale in Marius tile Epicurean. The myth 
seems to adapt to the symbolist quest and expresses the spiri
tual, aesthetic, and narcissistic aspirations of the time. Like 
Andre Suares in his Voyage du condottiere and Edouard Schure 
in Les grands Inities, Pater uses the myth to express new aes
thetics which, in contrast with positivistic thinking, aim to 
arouse the reader's power of intuition and his imagination. 
A comparison between Apuleius's tale in Latin and Pater's 
English text shows the same rhetorics of the marvelous, in 
particular when dealing with female beauty and love, while 
Psyche'S sufferings reflect Marius's "constitutional sorrow
fulness." Apuleius's emphasis on the senses and his stylis-
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tic refinement are praised by Pater, who is sensitive to his 
imagery and verbal pictures. Dominique Millet-Gerard takes 
a closer look at the Latin text and analyzes its rhetorics very 
accurately, showing Apuleius's gift for creating verbal pic
tures. Pater's translation is careful to avoid vulgarity and 
coarseness in the Latin text, but also often seems reluctant to 
"lift the veil," to reproduce Apuleius's audacious imagery 
and comparisons-which no doubt reflects the English 
writer's desire to preserve "the hiddenness of perfect things." 
Moreover, in the tale Pater fotmd an irtstance of narcissistic 
writing. In some passages Apuleius takes pleasure in com
menting upon his own work, while in some others he ironi
cally plays on double meanings, thus creating a tale which 
for Pater is "a true gem among its mockeries." [M. Lambert
Charbonnier] 

Monsman, Gerald. "The Platonic Eros of Waiter Pater and Oscar 
Wilde: 'Love's Reflected Image' in the 1890s." English Litera
ture in Transition 45:1 (2002): 26-45. Monsman considers 
Pater's and Wilde's views on "the practical effects of an erotic 
aesthetic" (26). He notes Pater's reactions, in his unpublished 
chapters of Gaston de Latour, to Wilde's coarsening of Plato's 
idea of "thoughtful love (philia, anterota)" in his character
izations of Dorian and Lord Henry. Gaston contrasts with 
Dorian (and resembles Basil Hallward) as an "intellectually 
inspired lover" (30), like Marius (33-34). According to 
Monsman, Pater passes judgment on the carnally inspired 
lover in his characterization of Raoul in Gaston: "Lacking the 
innate vision of Anteros, Pater's Raoul models Eros ptmished . 
. .. Raoul is punished for blindly confusing eras, embodied 
in the glittering Jasmin, with Anteros-the manly eros at 
Thespiae who is love's divine image" (37). This punishment 
reflects Dorian's "fate [which] conforms to the tradition of 
the 'punishment of Cupid' by a chastening Anteros" (38) . 
Monsman notes that both Pater and Wilde believed in what 
Pater calls in Gaston "'the Platonic doctrine [that] people be
come like what they see'" (39). But Pater and Wilde "both 
knew a picture does not corrupt a healthy soul" (39). 
Monsman points out that Pater knew Dorian's sins would 
override, in the public's mind, Hallward's "ethics." He also 
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suggests that Pater was probably aware "that his recurring 
language of erotic suffering and suggestive evoca tion of 
strange sins exacerbated sensual tendencies in impression
able minds" (40). His Gaston, then, reflects Pater's specifi
cally fictional response to his disciple's rashly brilliant per
formance. "In Gaston Pater faced the crisis of art's practical 
influence" (41). 

Nozue, Noriyuki. "Paradox of Spirit and Body:· On 'Sebastian van 
Storck'" [in Japanesel. Pater Ronshu 1 (October 2001): 21-31. 
Nozue asserts that a key to "Sebastian" is a paradox of spirit 
and body in the protagonist, one who has a metaphysical 
way of thinking at its extreme and a "curious, well-reasoned 
nihilism." Though Sebastian, while skating, seems to like 
this winter season best of all for its" expression of ... a per
fect repose" suggestive of death, the earth is just sleeping, at 
rest. Ironically, his link with nature is shown by the state
ment that the "heavy summer . .. seemed wellnigh to suffo
cate" him, as well as by the fact that he has a physical delight 
at the moment. The nihilist Sebastian misses his own physi
cal existence, and holds "a false contrast or antagonism" of 
spirit and body, "the two trains of phenomena which ... 
play inexplicably into each other" (Appreciations, Libr. Edn., 
212). Nozue analyzes how this theme is treated in various 
ways: in Sebastian's feigned love of a girl, whom he calls 
"vulgar" and "kills" but only after he finds in himself a sexual 
desire he cannot suppress and tries to kill; in the stormy sea 
at the ending, which stands for the riot of his sensuous 
longings; in Sebastian's diary that makes a record of how his 
metaphysical nihilism lays a heavy burden on his body. 
According to Nozue, this short fiction is a criticism of the 
spirit's suppression and disregard of the body. [N. Nozuel 

0stermark-Johansen, Lene. "The Death of Euphues: Euphuism and 
Decadence in Late-Victorian Literature." English Literature 
in Transition 45:1 (2002): 4-25. 0stermark-Johansendiscusses 
the revival of John Lyly's romances in the late nineteenth 
century during which time "Euphuism became part of the 
late nineteenth-century debates about philology and deca
dence. Charges of foreignness, effeminacy, and of a false 
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focus on manners rather than matter were frequently raised 
against such writers as Swinburne, Rossetti, and Pater, and 
the term 'Euphuism' was invoked to illustrate the ridicu
lous extremes to which such concern with verbal ornament 
could be taken" (5). In regard to Pater, 0stermark-Johansen 
agrees in part with Linda Dowling, who in Language and Deca
dence, judges Pater's defense of Euphuism in Marills, with 
its respect for the "Latin etymology of words" and its cre
ation of neologisms (6), to be an important "'regenerating 
and universally answerable style'" (7; Dowling, 140-41; 123). 
However, 0stermark-Johansen holds that Pater arranged an 
"emblematic death" for Euphuism in having Flavian "die 
before his time without leaving any major works behind him" 
(6,7); and she credits the "superstition" (ME 1:111) that Apollo 
himself, significantly "chief god of the arts," (7) sent the 
plague that killed Flavian. Thus, to her, Pater's Euphuist 
seems "feeble and faint and of the moment rather than of all 
time" (7) . Yet she notes that Pater himself incorporated 
euphuistic elements into his style-e.g., "Pater shared with 
Lylyan 'aesthetic of delay' and refinement, an obsession with 
cumulative ornament and a fear of definite conclusions" (12) . 
0stermark-Johansen suggests that a lecture by Friedrich 
Landmann, "Shakespeare and Euphues," read before the 
New Shakespeare Society, 10 February 1882, and published 
in 1882, links for Pater Euphuism and Marcus Aurelius. With 
his essay on the Euphuistic elements in Shakespeare's Love's 
Labollrs Lost, a link also suggested by Landmann's lecture, 
0stermark-Johansen believes, Pater contributed to "a lively 
debate in which J. A. Symonds, George Saintsbury, and Os
car Wilde all made them-
selves heard, and among 
the issues discussed were 
the differences between 
prose and poetry, between 
a native and a foreign 
style, between a style ap
pealing to the eye and one 
appealing to the ear" (15). 
The negative voices, in 
this debate, found the 
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style of Lyly, Swinbume, and Pater decadent and effeminate. 
0stermark-Johansen concludes by referring to Pater's obitu
aries: "the term 'Euphuist' was repeatedly applied to him, 
in both negative and positive contexts" (21). So Euphuism 
dies with the century and with "this finest of Euphuists who 
had even elevated Euphuism to evolutionary and philosophi
cal discourse" (21). 

Sassoon, Donald. "Mona Lisa as a Visual Zeitgeist ." In his Mona 
Lisa: The History of the World's Most Famous Painting. Lon
don: HarperCollins, 2001. 136-172. Sassoon states in re
gard to Leonardo's Mona Lisa: "In 1800 the painting was 
known only by a tiny group of connoisseurs, none of whom 
was prepared to declare it the best painting in the whole 
world. A hundred years later it had been dissected, exam
ined, discussed by and made the object of the fantasies of 
the literary and artistic intelligentsia of the nineteenth cen
tury" (172). By 1871, the elements that would transform the 
subject of the painting were floating around in European lit
erature, art, and culture-the myths of the vampire, Medusa, 
the femme fatale, fascination with Classical heroines, Chris
tian heroines, exotic women, self-possessed Pre-Raphaelite 
women, the "mystery" of woman, medieval mysticism, Gothic 
descriptions of nature, admiration of Leonardo's sfumato tech
nique. In an almost hypnotic prose poem, Pater gathered 
the floating elements and crafted them into one image asso
ciated with one "modem" idea. According to Sassoon, "The 
success of Pater's text [which Sassoon quotes in Pater's form 
and in Yeats's] was due to the beauty of the prose and to the 
literary and visual associations it conjured" (138). "This 
achievement conferred great fame on Pater" (140). "This 
Oxford aesthete, in love with the past, was at one with the 
Zeitgeist" (141). The influence of Pater and the Mona Lisa 
grew together as allusions to them appeared in numerous 
late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century literary 
works, and all of this attention made the Mona Lisa the paint
ing that one had to see when visiting the Louvre. [B. Inman] 

5ato, Kanae. "Waiter Pater's Plato and Platonism: What Is His Mu
sic?" [in Japanese]. Pater Ronshu 1 (October 2001): 32-48. 
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Using K. O. Mi.iller's Dorians and Hegel's History of Philoso
phy, Sato discusses how Pater interprets music in Plato and 
Platonism. Pater often employs the word ml/sic "in the larger 
sense of the word," but his explanations are "too vague to 
give a clear notion of his music," Sato observes. According 
to her, Pater's opinions about music in his last book are "mis
leading." Pater relates Plato's evaluation of music to the 
Pythagorean concept of "the spheres of music," but in fact 
Plato does not. Pater expands the meaning of music to ex
cess in order to present it as the essence of all things; in addi
tion, he assumes that the purpose of philosophy is to find a 
kind of "cosmos in chaos" without citing any corresponding 
passages from Plato. "For a full understanding of Pater's 
music," Sato concludes, "it is necessary to consider all the 
descriptions of it in his works." [N. Nozue] 

Tanaka, Yusuke. "A Vision of the 'Crystal Palace': Pater's Under
standing of Language" [in Japanese]. Pater Ronshu 1 (Octo
ber 2001): 1-11. Beginning with a famous passage from "The 
School of Giorgione," '" all art constantly aspires towards the 
condition of music,'" Tanaka discusses Pater's understand
ing of language. The essay presents music as an "abstract 
language" towards which other "languages" or genres of art 
aspire, even though there exists "untranslatability" among 
them. This reminds us of Waiter Benjamin's essay on trans
lation, Tanaka says. Benjamin, assuming "untranslatability" 
between languages, yet insists that one undertake transla
tion, if at all, with the idea of "pure language" in mind; and 
in this process alone the affinity of languages is to be real
ized. Tanaka thinks Pater and Benjamin are both possessed 
with the idea of purity, and suggests that this is a "projec
tion" on them of an aspect of modem linguistics, the notion 
which assumes the existence of the language, not lost, which 
all the national languages come from. Pater's linguistic revo
lutionaries the Pleiad poets, Flavian, and Duke Carl try to 
inspire their national languages so that these may reflect the 
spiritual and emotional lives of people while aspiring to
wards the abstract language at the same time. This is a di
lemma so consuming that they all die young. In his "Style," 
Pater refers to architecture, not music, as helping to shape 
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his theory of style. According to Tanaka, the literary man 
evoked here is engaged in arranging words, attempting to 
create a microcosm of a work of art. But Pater tries to har
monize architecture and music as metaphors of language, 
an attempt he makes in "Apollo in Picardy" as well. Apollyon 
as incarnation of music helps Prior Saint-Jean, who has an 
architectural mind, to superintend the completion of a mo
nastic barn. The barn completed is visualized music, a me
dieval "Crystal Palace," as Tanaka calls it, symbolic of the 
condition where architecture and music are happily united. 
This is just transitory, however. Saint-Jean, sexually aroused 
for the first time at the sight of Apollyon's body, becomes 
aware of his own physical life, but subsequently goes insane. 
Tanaka interprets this as meaning that language cannot be
come music, which has the power to make language mad. 
Apollyon's superiority to Saint-Jean lies in that he had in his 
body the "inerasable remembrance" of a language now lost 
but flexible enough for communication with the world. [N. 
Nozue] 

Toshinai, Yasutaka. "Moral of Literary Education" [in Japanese]. 

41 

Pater R0I1Shu 1 (October 2001): 12-20. Toshinai finds in the 
"Wordsworth" essay (1874) an educational lesson for the 
young. He quotes a passage from the essay referring to a 
duality between the higher and lower moods in Wordsworth, 
which makes the reading "an excellent sort of training to
wards the things of art and poetry." Pater tries to strike his 
young readers as teacher or mentor. This is a deliberate 
change of stance on Pater's part, Toshinai says. Pater was 
radical and self-assertive in his Renaissance essays. This 
change can also be seen when Pater states that in "The Re
cluse" the poet takes leave of "all that for the majority of 
mankind counts as sensuous enjoyment." Toshinai cites an
other passage where Pater relates the poet's sensuousness to 
how he exercises his mind in viewing the world (Apprecia
tiOI1S 48), not suggesting any sexual nuances that senSIlOIlS
ness might otherwise have. The same is true of a passage in 
which Pater says that "the first aim of Wordsworth's poetry 
is to give the reader a peculiar kind of pleasure," then shifts 
positions to say that "through this pleasure" Wordsworth 
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conveys "an extraordinary wisdom in the things of practice" 
(59). In some parts Pater makes the poet look more like him
self, and in others misses important aspects of the poet. Ac
cording to Toshinai, in the essay Pater attempts to show how 
he has got along in his literary career and what Wordsworth's 
poetry has meant to him. The result is to create literary edu
cation or lessons for young people, Toshinai concludes. [N. 
Nozue) 

Williarns, Carolyn. "Waiter Pater's Impressionism and the Form of 
Historical Revival." In Knowing the Past: Victorian Literature 
and Culture. Ed. Suzy Anger. Ithaca and London: Comell 
UP, 2001. 77-99. Williarns, in part, challenges critics who 
have classified Pater as a subjectivist or even a solipsist, stat
ing: " ... it is imprecise-at best banal, at worst misleading
to suppose that Pater could be understood simply as 'a sub
jectivist: much less a solipsist" (78). In her view, it follows 
that he is not a "critic as artist," in the Wildean sense, either. 
She holds that Pater did in a sense "know the object" and 
interpret the art object. In a three-step process, the critic de
scribed in the Preface to The Renaissance objectifies his im
pression of the object by disengaging this perceived object 
from the subject: "for only when the object has been detached 
from the subject can the critic offer a precise description of 
its 'virtues'" (80). The object is known '''relatively and un
der conditions,'" but it is known: "any object ('as in itself it 
really is') is in fact an epistemological and aesthetic construc
tion-but no less 'real' for all that" (80-81). Pater goes through 
a similar process of objectification ("identification and dif
ferentiation") to know the past. Williarns also explains that 
a critic can be misleading in calling Pater an impressionist, 
i.e., if the critic's idea of an impression agrees with that at
tributed in the first two chapters of the "Conclusion" to "mod
em" scientists and psychological analysts (86-87). Pater's 
idea of an impression was much more complicated: "Pater's 
impressionism plays between the antithetical values of 'im
pressions' -the fluctuating, atomistic sensations racing past 
on the surface of present consciousness and the incisive marks 
pressed into a vulnerable interior-strategically mobilizing 
them in relation to each other" (91), as in the "brain-build-
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ing" described in "The Child in the House" (89-90). Marius's 
brain is built, like Florian's, by the fixing of impressions; but 
in Marius Pater creates not only an individual, but also "a 
representative type of historical development" (92). Such 
types allow Pater to focus on a "point in the past through 
which to revive and 'animate' the past age, 'bringing it into 
relief' in the present" (92). His method is to employ a narra
tor who can both identify with the historical object and dis
engage it for examination (93). But, in the end, Williarns sees 
Pater's impressionism, in all its dimensions, as" a period piece" 
(98). She states: "The most important point here [in the con
cluding section] is that 'the hermeneutics of suspicion' [Paul 
Ricoeur's phrase] can give way to the hermeneutics of ap
preciation without any loss in theoretical finesse-if and only 
if 'appreciation' is understood in Pater's own strong and 
delicate sense: the critical activity of clearly delineating ob
jects by endowing them with the distinctive values that can 
only be seen after time passes" (99). 
[In my opinion, this is one of the four or five best essays ever 
written on Pa ter. In the future no one should use the term 
impressionist, subjectivist, or solipsist or any of its cognates in 
connection with Pater without having read this essay with 
close attention. B. Inrnan] 
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Essays with Notable References to Pater 

Bertonneau, Susan Delaney. "From Center to Periphery: The Pre
Romanticism of L'Olive." Romance Notes 42:1 (Fall 2001): 17-
24. Bertonneau considers the shift from egotism to self
effacement in Du Bellay's sonnets of L'Olive, a shift that she 
suggests is due to the artist's growing involvement in soci
ety: "It [the last sonnet] demonstrates both the neoclassical 
esthetic of representing a scene of anointment that distin
guishes the poet from all others, and the Romantic esthetic 
of locating an object of desire outside the traditional hallowed 
center and initiating an exchange with it. The dreamer, Pater 
might say, has plunged into the world's affairs" (19). 
Bertonneau had said earlier that Pater was one of the first 
writers who have "noted an anticipation of Romanticism in 
Du Bellay's poetry" (18). 

Corn, Alfred. "My Perspective: Whose 100 Best? The Publishing 
Triangle's 100 Best Gay and Lesbian Novels List Was a Nice 
Try But, as They Say, Deeply Flawed." The Advocate No. 
794 (14 September 1999): 9; reprinted in GenderWatch, OCLC 
First Search (2 pages). Corn thinks that the curious inclu
sions in and omissions from this list may be due to "factional 
maneuvering, particularly when living novelists were ac
corded more than one slot" (2). Among the omissions Corn 
brings attention to is Pater's Mari!ls: "If it's sufficient for the 
author to be gay even if the novel isn' t, where is Waiter 
Pater?" (2). 

Davis, Whitney. "Homoerotic Art Collection from 1750 to 1920." 
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Art Histon) 24:2: Special Issue, Other Objects of Desire, Collec
tors and Collecting Queerly (April 2001): 247-277. From a close, 
extensive study of homoerotic art collections, from the eigh
teenth century to the twentieth, Davis concludes that while 
homoerotically inspired works of art, from the Classical pe
riod and the Renaissance, established the canonical ideal of 
male beauty, they also generated a "homosexualized colla
tion ... which could only be fully appreciated in clandestine 
ways" (247). One of the works that made clandestine view-
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ing necessary was Apophoreta, by Friedrich Karl Forberg (1824), 
which was translated into English by Charles Carrington, with 
notes, near the end of the nineteenth century. Emphasizing 
its scholarly trappings, Davis states, " ... in a nod to the now 
notorious circles of Symonds, Waiter Pater and Oscar Wilde, 
it was supposedly produced by 'Viscount Julian Smithson, M. 
A.' for his friends" (249). Pater is also related to the high 
Kantian road, where appreciation of male beauty was con
verted into "the judgement of beauty idealized, le beau ideal" 
(252). Davis states: "Symonds saw it [the ideal] expressed in 
the purity and modesty of aristocratic boys glorified by the 
speech of the Old Athenian in the Clouds of Aristophanes, while 
Pater saw it incarnated in the military-monastic form of life 
imposed on Spartan youth" (253). [B. Inman] 

Duffy, John-Charles. "Gay-Related Themes in the Fairy Tales of Os
car Wilde." Victorian Literature and Culture 29:2 (2001): 327-
349. Duffy acknowledges essentialist and constructivistviews 
of homosexuality. He admits to the" anachronism" of using 
the term "homosexual" as applied to Wilde's fairy-tales. He 
contextualizes Wilde's "male love" in an '''efflorescence of 
culture, positive about male-male desire' at the end of the nine
teenth century which included Pater's aestheticism, the Ura
nian poets, Edward Carpenter's public discourse on 
homogenic love, and quiet campaigns against criminalization 
of sodomy by Carpenter, John Symonds, and Lord Alfred 
Douglas ... " (328). This "efflorescence" worked against 
"mounting hostility, not just to sexual, but also passionate, 
relationships between men" (328). Since he reacted against 
such homophobia, Duffy argues, Wilde can be termed "pro
homosexual" (328). Duffy discerns in Wilde's fairy-tales five 
discursive strategies for constructing positive representations 
of desire between males" (329). "Devoted male friendships" 
appear between the swallow and the titular hero of "The 
Happy Prince," between the titular hero of "The Young King" 
and the poor of his kingdom, between the titular hero of "The 
Star-Child" and a leper, and between Christ and the titular 
hero of "The Selfish Giant." Non-reproductivity as a positive 
quality occurs in "The Fisherman and his Soul" with the 
Fisherman's relationship with the mermaid. Duffy notes that, 
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for the Victorians, aestheticism links with homosexuality, and 
he observes that Richard Jenkyns [in The Victorians and An
cient Greece] "argues .. . that the aestheticism promoted by 
Pater has its roots in Pater's homosexuality: the reason Pater 
finds Greek sculpture exciting is tha t he finds young men 
exciting" (335). Stories giving aestheticism a prominent place 
include "The Young King." Pederastic love appears in "The 
Star-Child." And the characterizing of homosexuality as 
demonic actuates Wilde's use of the demonic in "The Fisher
man and his Soul" (342). 

Erb, P. C. "Politics and Theological Liberalism: William Gladstone 
and Mrs. Humphry Ward." Journal of Religious Histon) 25:2 
Glme 2001): 158-172. Erb discusses the controversy between 
Gladstone and Ward over traditional Christian beliefs, 
prompted by her publication of Robert Elsmere (1888), espe
cially as the differences relate to the term Liberal. One point 
made is that in his review of Ward's novel (,"Robert Elsmere' 
and the Battle of Belief," Ni"eteenth Cmtury 23:135 [1888]: 
766-788), Gladstone was taking aim, not only at Ward, but 
also at Waiter Pater, whom Gladstone thought had, in his 
review of the novel, 28 March 1888 [Essays from are Guardiall, 
Libr. Edn., 53-70], endorsed the unorthodox beliefs expressed 
by Ward (168-170). [B. Inman] 

Gardner, Joseph H. "On the Death of Mr. Wilde: A Critical Dia
logue." Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies n. s. 9 (Fall 2000): 
101-112. This essay written as a dialogue critiques Wilde's 
Doria" Gray by the light of Gautier's Mademoiselle de Maupi" 
and Poe's "William Wilson." Its method recovers Wilde's 
own dialogic critical essays, its two speakers being Sebastian 
and Melmoth, who meet, ostensibly, to discuss Wilde's death. 
Their speech incorporates quotations from Wilde's works, 
mainly "The Critic as Artist." Both speakers note Pater's 
contributions to aestheticism and to Wilde's work by speak
ing of! quoting from both the Conclusion to The Renaissance 
and Pater's review of Doriml Gray. 

Gindele, Karen C. "The Web of Necessity: George Eliot's Theory of 
Ideology." Texas Studies ill Literature and wl1guage 42:3 (Fall 
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2000): 255-289. Gindele uses the last paragraph of Pater's 
"Winckelmann" (1867) to explain George Eliot's sense of the 
interconnectedness of individuals in society and the limita
tions upon the will and the action of each individual. At the 
beginning of her essay, Gindele proposes that whether Eliot 
was influenced by Pater, she created in Middlemarch and 
Daniel Derollda societies of characters that illustrate Pater's 
concepts in his conclusion to "Winckelmann," especially the 
following passage: '''For us, necessity is not, as of old, a sort 
of mythological personage without us, with whom we can 
do warfare. It is rather a magic web woven through and 
through us, like that magnetic system of which modem sci
ence speaks, penetra ting us with a network, subtler than our 
subtlest nerves, yet bearing in it the central forces of the 
world. Can art represent men and women in these bewil
dering toils so as to give the spirit at least an equivalent for 
the sense of freedom?'" (257). Eliot differed from Pater, how
ever, in not being so much concerned about creating a sense 
of freedom; she had her most insightful characters come to 
understand their limitations and to find ways to act within 
them. [B. lnmanJ 

Herding, Klaus. "Freud's Leonardo: A Discussion of Recent Psy
choanalytic Theories." American Imago 57:4 (Winter 2000): 
339-368. Herding finds interesting the "emotional resistance 
to, and the current fascination with Freud," especially in the 
light of "human relations and emotional conflicts, especially 
as they concern the fine arts" (340). Herding notes also that 
many psychoanalysts discuss Freud's study of Leonardo as 
autobiographical, inapplicable to Leonardo's life and works. 
Going back to the pictures, Herding believes, is essential to 
understanding how artists express human relations and 
emotions. He then considers three parts of Freud's essay on 
Leonardo: the legend of the bird, Leonardo's relationship 
with women, and Mona Usa's smile, going back to Leonardo's 
pictures to confirm his own observations. For example, Herd
ing finds Leonardo's relationships with women expressed 
in the tension and mixed emotions apparent in Mary and SI. 
Anne in the Allna Metterza works [Madonna and Child with St. 
Anne and Madolllla and Child wit/, St. Aline and the Infant St. 
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John]. In discussing the smile of Mona Lisa, Herding notes 
how most critics attribute Freud's interest in its mystery to 
WaIter Pater and consider Freud's writings to be "fin-de
siecle cliches about women as vampiric 'femmes fatales 
[sic.]''' (357). But Herding points out that Freud was follow
ing a precedent established by Leonardo when emphasizing 
the "uncanny" quality of the smile (358). 

Kite, Stephen. "The Urban Landscape of Hyde Park: Adrian Stokes, 
Conrad and the Topos of Negation." Art Histon; 23:2 (June 
2000): 205-232. Kite states: "This paper explores the 'psy
chodynamics' of Stokes's creative development, the growth 
of his aesthetic and the formation of his imaginative inner 
world through an examination of his intense response to the 
urban landscape of Hyde Park" (205). He notices that Stokes 
is often placed, with Pater and Ruskin, as one of the '''three 
greatest English aesthetes'" (205). Acknowledging Pater's 
influence upon Stokes, he states that Stokes "seems to have 
taken to heart the precept in Marius the Epicurean of 'a dili
gent promotion of the capacity of the eye, inasmuch as in the 
eye would lie for him the determining influence of life' and 
'to keep the eye clear ... to discriminate, ever more and more 
fastidiously, select form and colour in things from what was 
less select'" (216; Marills, Libr. Edn., 1:32, 33). [B. InmanJ 

Knapp, James A. "Joyce and Matisse Bound: Modernist Aesthetics 
in the Limited Editions Club Ulysses." English Literan; His
tory 67:4 (Winter 2000): 1055-1081. Knapp examines the his
tory behind the 1935 New York based Limited Editions Club 
eiiition de luxe of James Joyce's Wysses, illustrated by Henri 
Matisse. This edition "illuminates the dynamic (and some
times antagonistic) relationship between received notions of 
aesthetic tradition and the social role of artistic production 
at play in the work of literary and visual artists commonly 
associated with modernism as a movement" (1055). BothJoyce 
and Matisse, according to Knapp, responded to the artistic 
tradition embodied in the Odyssey as a means to highlight 
their own aesthetic experiment. Both Joyce and Matisse come 
out of this classical tradition and "add on" the modem tra
dition of self-reflexivity. Knapp suggests that Pater influ-
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enced this interiority in Joyce, particularly through his Con
clusion to the Renaissance in its focus on the observer of art: 
"Though ostensibly describing an awareness of human per
ception that he identified with the Renaissance, Pater unwit
tingly outlines the direction in which the art of the late nine
teenth century was heading. His views became a powerful 
influence on many of the artists to follow, and as their own 
art developed, both Joyce and Matisse grappled with the 
implications of Pater's location of art and experience in 'the 
mind of the observer'" (1060). 

Marchesini, Manuela. "Lo stile come modo di conoscere: Gianfranco 
Contini fra Roberto Longhi e Manuela. Carlo Ernilio Gadda." 
Lettere italiane 53:2 (Aprile-Giugno 2001): 295-314. 
Marchesini ponders the famed Italian critic Gianfranco 
Contini's (1912-1990) idea of style as a "way of knowing" 
(that is, as the artist's unique way of interpreting life), and 
on his consequent conception of both literature and criticism 
as instruments of knowledgeable search. In Contini's sys
tem literahlre represents a sphere of knowledge which is re
solved in formal fact, whereas criticism is a knowledge of 
the object as reflected in art. The critic, therefore, emerges as 
a figure surprisingly close to the writer, as well as to Pater's 
idea (cited by Marchesini) of a "transcriber not of the world 
of mere facts, but of his sense of it ... he becomes an artist, 
his work fine art." In fact, Contini derives the notion from 
Roberto Longhi, the eminent art historian deeply influenced 
by Pater and perceived by Contini as the most genuine rep
resentative of a criticism which is not simply a literary genre, 
but the catalyst of an incipient and longed for dissolution of 
all literary genres. This is indeed a subject central to Pater's 
poetics, even though the point is not advanced by Marchesini, 
who nonetheless offers several hints for future comparisons 
between Pater and Contini. [E. Bizzottol 

Martindale, Charles. "The Aesthetic Turn: Latin Poetry and the 
Judgement of Taste." Arian: A Journal of Humanities and the 
Classics 9:2 (Fall 2001): 63-89. Martindale takes issue with 
modern critics of the classics, critics who deplore aestheti
cism as elitist and conservative and who promulgate instead 
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a new historicist, politicized approach to art. Martindale 
pleads for a return to aestheticism in approaching the clas
sics. He establishes his view of aestheticism by reviewing 
Kant's Critique of Judgment, a work which establishes aes
thetic judgment, or taste for beauty. Kant's approach is egali
tarian: "No special knowledge is necessary in order to make 
'the judgement of taste' (indeed it may get in the way). There 
are no canons in the aesthetic, since for comparative judge
ments an overarching logic would be required. Such judge
ments are always singular and about a particular object, not 
about ranking" (72-73). Martindale points out that even when 
the "supreme exponent of 'aesthetic criticism' in England," 
Waiter Pa ter, for once, at the end of "Style," "distinguishes 
good from great art, he does so on non-aesthetic criteria" 
(73). The aesthetic critic does not set up a hierarchy of values. 
Kantian taste responds to the present; similarly, Martindale 
makes a claim for "the contingency and situatedness of all 
interpretations of art" (75). He notes that Pater, in "Leonardo 
da Vinci," situates The Last Slipper, "which early started to 
fade and decay," within his own century, making it "a sym
bol of the ebbing of faith" (75). Martindale approves this 
approach and calls for a similar approach on the part of mod
em critics: "I would like to see 'history' giving place to 're
ception,' and historical to aesthetic criticism" (75). This mo
mentariness free of preconceived notions of good or bad oc
curs in Pater's "exemplary lists of objects of aesthetic plea
sure ... though very far from constituting anything one could 
call an orthodox canon" (77). He also cites Amold's touch
stone theory as Kantian, since in its application, "the clas
sics are not models from which tmiversal rules can be taken 
but examples of objects about which positive aesthetic judge
ments have been made, and rrtight again by made" (79). 
Further, according to Martindale, Pater's "judgement of taste" 
in his meditations upon Mona Usa and the paintings of 
Botticelli are not privately subjective; they "help establish 
[the paintings'] subjective uni
versality" (80). He then ap
plies these approaches to a 
Horatian Ode, thus reclaiming 
its place in classical poetry, a 
place held by beauty. 
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Maxwell, Catherine. "Swinbume and Sappho." Notes and Queries 
48:2 (June 2001): 155-158. Maxwell, countering an argument 
of Linda Peterson, argues that Swinbume was accurate when 
he observed that public school boys who were required to 
translate Sappho's fragments knew that Sappho's desire was 
not heterosexual, because in the text most often used by 
school boys, Poetae Graeci, feminine endings were not changed 
to masculine. In the course of her description of Swinburne's 
use of Sappho's texts, Maxwell traces Pater's "'of things too 
sweet'" ("A Study of Dionysus," Greek Studies, Libr. Edn., 
42) to Swinbume's line in the last stanza of "Fragoletta": "0 
bitterness of things too sweet!" (156). [B. Inman] 

Percy, William A. "Paederasty in the Western Mind." Harvard Gay 
and Lesbian Review 6:4 (31 October1999): 16; reprinted on line 
in GenderWatch, OCLC FirstSearch (6 pages). Percy surveys 
the history of paederasty in the West, beginning with Chris
tian thinkers. From St. Paul through the Middle Ages, paed
erasty receives only negative attention. This negativity linked 
with a suppression of classical Greece: "[they expunged] all 
mention of paederasty's finest hour: the miracle of classical 
Greece" (1). This suppression developed through the Re
naissance into an expurgated reading of Greek classics: 
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"Ficino and the other glossators shied away from the subject 
[of paederasty], or ... interpreted Greek love 'platonically'" 
(2). This approach continued through the eighteenth cen
tury toward the end of which "a new school of classical phi
lology arose in the German-speaking world tha t emphasized 
recovery of the past in its totality" (3). Citing the contribu
tions of such wri ters as Schlegel, Stendhal, Karl Otfried 
Miiller, M. H. E. Meier, Benedict-Auguste Morel, Karl 
Heinrich Ulrichs, Shelley, Nietzsche, and Engels, Percy traces 
the more open and historically valid understanding of Greek 
paederasty. In the nineteenth century, writers such as Byron 
and Pater approved Hellenism, and with this approval went 
"a clandestine but pervasive homosexual subculture" (6). 
Percy concludes with Nietzsche's observation that Greek civi
lization not only approved of but also seerned to benefit from 
paederasty. 
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Poacher, Jeffrey. "The Drowned World of Kenneth Slessor." Austra
lian Literanj Studies 20:1 (May 2001): 5-19. Discussing the 
images of drowning and their related themes in the poems 
of Kenneth Slessor, whose "Five Bells" was chosen in a 1998 
"nationwide poll" to be the favorite poem of Australians, 
Poacher states that "Slessor's fascination with drowning had 
a distinguished literary heritage," and he quotes as his first 
piece of evidence the following passage from Pater: " . . . the 
image of one washed out beyond the bar in a sea at ebb, 
losing even his personality, as the elements of which he is 
composed pass into new combinations. Struggling, as he 
must, to save himself, it is himself that he loses at every 
moment." [Poacher gives the 1893 text in Donald L. Hill's 
edition of The Renaissance (188) as the source of this quota
tion, but he evidently found it in Hill's textual notes (273), 
since it does not appear in the 1893 text or in any other text 
of The Renaissance. This passage belongs to the conclusion of 
"Poems by William Morris" (Westminster Review 90 [October 
1868]: 311); Pater deleted it when transforming the conclu
sion of "Poems" into the Conclusion to Studies in the History 
of the Renaissance (1873), and he never restored it.] [8. Inman] 

Poe, Simon. "Roddy, Maria, and Ned (and Georgie, Topsy, Janey, 
and Gabriel): An Entanglement." Journal of Pre-Raphaelite 
Studies n.s. 9 (Fall 2000), 69-88. Poe elaborates upon two 
suggestions regarding Maria Zambaco: that her other lover, 
besides Edward Bume-Jones, was John Roddam Spencer 
Stanhope (Roddy) and that she might not have been regarded 
as beautiful if taste for the Botticellian type of beauty had 
not been developed shortly before she appeared in English 
society. He states that "the Botticellian ideal ... took a little 
getting used to," and he quotes the following query from 
Pater's essay on Botticelli as supporting evidence: "Perhaps 
you have sometimes wondered why those peevish-looking 
Modonnas, conformed to no acknowledged or obvious type 
of beauty, attract you more and more, and often come back 
to you when the Sistine Madonna and the Virgins of Fra 
Angelico are forgotten'" (84; The Renaissance, Hill Edn., 44). 
[B. Inman] 
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Polonsky, Rachel. "The Classics in Paraphrase: Pound, Kuzmin and 
the Uses of Antiquity." Forum for Modern Language Studies 
36:4 (October 2000): 386-401. This comparative analysis elu
cidates the art and aestheticism of Pound and Kuzmin: "An 
elucidation of some of the common features of their highly 
'instructed' aesthetic thinking and their equally instructed, 
at its best, 'passionately simple' verse may make it possible 
to reach each of them better" (388). Polonsky identifies 
Pater's writings on style as the common basis for these po
ets' literary eclecticism and stylistic rigor: "The striking com
mon features in Pound's and Kuzmin's critical stances arise 
out of a shared insistence upon aesthetic connoisseurship 
which draws substance, or at the very least rhetorical suste
nance, from the eclectic and impressionistic work of the Vic
torian art critic Waiter Pater, in particular from his essay 
'Style' (1888)" (393). 

Rawlings, Peter. "Pater, Wilde, and James: The Reader's Share of 
the Task.'" Eigo Eibungaku Ronso [Stlldies in English Litera
tllre) 48 (Febntary 1998): 45-64. Rawlings is primarily con
cerned here with the reading critic rather than the "general 
reader." From his reading of the first two paragraphs of the 
"Conclusion" he assumes that Pater is a subjectivist who 
"defines art as reflexive, and the function of a process which 
involves breaking down experience into isolated impres
sions" (48). Under this interpretation, the author has no con
trol over his matter, and the reader's share is large: "The 
reader who analyses, by definition, decomposes the text; in
terpretation displaces it ... "(48). Rawlings' commentary 
on Wilde is based on a few sentences in "The Critic as Art
ist." He devotes more than three-fourths of his essay to 
James, drawing upon his "Science of Criticism" and "The 
Art of the Novel." [B. Inrnan) 

Riquelme, John Paul. "Toward a History of Gothic and Modernism: 
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Dark Modernity from Bram Stoker to Samuel Beckett." Mod
ern Fiction Studies 46:3 (Fall 2000): 585-605. Riquelme traces 
the Gothic" dark side of modernity" in works of many ca
nonical writers of the late nineteenth-century and the mod-
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emist period, including Wilde, Hardy, James, Stoker, Yeats, 
Conrad, and Woolf, as well as in later forms of writing. Pater 
enters as the creator of Mona Lisa as vampire: "For Pater the 
vampire is Mona Lisa's dark double, one truth about her" 
(590). The vampire figure as the alieni double has become, 
according to Riquelme, "Like the face of Mona Lisa ... a 
pervasive cultural icon in the past hundred years" (590). The 
centrality in this tradition receives proof in Stoker's naming 
his primary female characters in Dracula Mina and Lucy. 
Pater also influences Wilde's seminal modemistGothic text, 
Dorian Gray. In it, "Wilde provides a Gothic rendering of 
Waiter Pater's aestheticism" (593). Riquelme also links Pater 
with Hardy: "In his introduction to The Oxford Book of Mod
ern Verse, Yeats tellingly associates Wilde with Hardy in com
ments on Wilde's 'The Ballad of Reading Gaol' (1898), im
plying that both Hardy and Wilde react against Pater" (593). 

Roda, Vittorio. "n fantasma della pluralita: Tigre reale di Giovanni 
Verga." Studi e problemi di critica testuale 61 (ottobre 2000): 
99-129. Roda proposes a reading of Tigre rea le-one of the 
first, and less famed novels by the verista writer Giovanni 
Verga-by comparing its two versions. He particularly fo
cuses on the substantially significant changes tmdergone in 
the later draft by the central female character, Nata (formerly 
called Lida), who appears much indebted to the current ital
ian and European fin-de-siixle female prototypes. An am
bivalent and contradictory figure reminiscent of Mario Praz's 
"synthetic femme fatale," Roda explains how Nata comes 
naturally close to Pater's Mona Lisa as a "palimpsest 
woman," bearing the marks of unnamable and innumerable 
experiences and lives on the surface of her personality. 
Though references to Pater are scant, it is nonetheless clear 
that his description ofw Gioconda fixes the underlying model 
for Verga's heroine. [E. Bizzotto] 

Sassoon, Donald. "Mona Lisa: the Best-Known Girl in the Whole Wide 
World." History Workshop Journal 51 (Spring 2001): 1-18. 
Sassoon attempts to account for the fact that "The MO/la Lisa 
[is] the best known painting in the entire world" (5). Art 
critics, like Vasari and Pater, establish its intellectual inter-
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est, though Sassoon describes Pater's Mona Lisa passage as 
laughable (12). He contends that the theft of the Mona Lisa 
by Peruggia, in 1911, brought the painting to national! inter
national attention, Duchamp's parody of it turned the paint
ing into a cultural icon, the tourist industry made the paint
ing a Mecca, and modem advertising appropriated its "high 
quality" appeal (16). [See Sassoon's more appreciative treat
ment of Pater's contribution under "Essays."] 

Selleck, Nancy. "Donne's Body." Studies in English Literature 41:1 
(Winter 2001), 149-174. Selleck argues against critical views 
of Donne's materialism as a sign of egotism. She points out 
that his view of the body is humeral. Thus the self exchanges 
itself with the other, that is, its environment. She differenti
ates Donne's view of the self's fluctuation in identity from 
Pater's because Pater's self is ultimately inviolate, ringed 
round by the wall of personality: "Pater's conception of an 
autonomous, individual mind (with its attendant skepticism 
about the external world) bears little resemblance to what 
Donne constantly portrays as an extreme degree of interpen
etration of minds, bodies, and souls .... The physical and 
perceptual models that Donne knows and draws on posit 
real contact between self and world, and mutability for Donne 
is the result not of our isolation, but of its opposite-of the 
self's necessary openness to, and dependence on, its surround 
[sic.]" (157) . [For a different interpretation of Pater's con
ception of the relationship between self and world, see Wil
liams, above.] 

Simpson, James. "Goethe und England." Goethe Jahrbuch [Weimar] 
116 (1999): 41-54. Simpson relates the history of Goethe's 
reception in England, starting with the comparison between 
Shakespeare's intensive reception in Germany and Goethe's 
only marginal importance for English literature and focus
ing on the more or less political character of aesthetic recep
tion. Wordsworth's aggressive comments on Goethe's amo
rality are quoted as an example of the negative view of Goethe 
in early Romanticism. Only Byron and Shelley were really 
advocates of Goethe's work, and their early deaths prevented 
its having a deeper impact on English literature. With Carlyle 
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and Amold, Goethe became somewhat more popular, again 
because he seemed to have solved the problem of irreligious 
religiosity. Whereas Pater's image of Goethe was also influ
enced by Carlyle, more important for him became the biog
raphy of Goethe by Lewes, which showed Goethe as a lover 
of arts, as the author of the essay on Winckelmann and of the 
Italienische Reise. Pater saw in Goethe not only an example 
of Hellenistic humanity but a mediator of the Greek ideal. 
But Pater's image of Goethe didn't prevent him from becom
ing a marginal figure for the English literature of the twenti
eth century. At the end of his essay Simpson considers dif
ferent reasons for this status of Goethe in English literature, 
which implies also that many parts of his work are not even 
translated, for example, the main part of his poetry. [U. 
Stamm] 

Trussler, Michael. "The Short Story as Miniature: Barry Callaghan's 
'The Black Queen' and Gloria Sawai's 'The Day I Sat with 
Jesus on the Sundeck and a Wind Came Up and Blew My 
Kimono Open and He Saw My Breasts.'" Universihj of Toronto 
Quarterly 69: 4 (Fall 2000): 749-763. Examining how the short 
story as a genre compresses the macrocosm "into a condensed 
world," Trussler discusses, in part, what it means to witness 
an object or a person. He states: "'The Day I Sat with Jesus' 
intimates that witnessing itself confers meaning and value 
upon the perceiver, an ethos that recalls, but subtly departs 
from, the aestheticist esteem for concentrated experience. 

S6 

'The service of philosophy: argues 
WaIter Pater, 'is to rouse [the human 
spirit] ... to a life of constant and 
eager observation'" [Conclusion to 
The Renaissance, Hill Edn., 188] . Ac
cording to Trussler, the subtle de
parting is in valuing "intensified 
experience" not as an end in itself, 
but as a new insight into oneself de
rived from an tmintentional expe
rience of witnessing. [8. Inman] 
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Reviews 

Adams, James Eli. On Desire and Excess: The Nineteenth-Century Cult 
of Art, by Jonah Siegel (Princeton and Oxford: Prince ton 
University Press, 2000); Mapping Male Sexuality: Nineteenth
Century England, eds. Jay Losey and William D. Brewer 
(Madison, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press/London: 
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Associated University Presses, 2000); and Perennial Decay: On 
the Aesthetics and Politics of Decadence, ed. Liz Constable, et 
al. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999). 
1n "Recent Studies in the Nineteenth Century," SEL 41:4 (Au
tumn 2001): 827-879. 855, 868, 870-871. Adams organizes 
this review of criticism according to thematic concerns, se
lecting works for comment that have "most provoked [him]
whether to admiration or resistance, or both" (827). His se
lection includes three books of special interest to Pater schol
ars. He praises Jonah Siegel's Desire and Excess: The Nine
teenth Century Culture of Excess as "an extraordinary book, a 
wide-ranging, provocative, elegant, and erudite account of 
the concept of the artist in the nineteenth century seen 
through efforts to 'organize' art both conceptually and insti
tutionally-most importantly, through the museum" (855). 
The "culture of art" created as writers, including Pater, ex
perienced the great abundance of past art in museums has 
raised questions about agency that prompted Siegel to in
clude in this book a "probing critique of Foucault's render
ing of the death of the author" (855). 1n Mapping Male Sexu
ality: Nineteenth Century England, Adams sees an exemplifi
cation of "an ongoing shift in such work away from stress
ing the powers of sexual regulation ... and toward studying 
the intimation and authorization of male-male desire through 
assimilation to a variety of traditions ... : Classical, Jewish, 
Christian, and working-class, among others" (868). Adams 
notes that since this approach elicits "various strategies of 
obliquity and circumspection from Byron to Pater," it raises 
this question: " ... when sexuality is articulated in a discur
sive context that confounds straightforward expression, how 
can we confidently distinguish specifically sexual content 
from other forms of knowledge conveyed through obliquity 
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and reserve?" (868). From "gender trouble" (870), Adarns 
moves to decadence in Perennial Decay: On the Aesthetics and 
Politics of Decadence. He proposes that, considering the po
litical, literary, and historical concerns that decadence raises, 
according to the authors of these essays, the decadent 
movement's great contribution to literary history is "tmder
mining the authority of boundaries" (871). Among its es
says, Adarns particularly admires Sharon Bassett's analysis 
of "the construction of decadence in Pater's Marius" and 
Potolsky's view of Pater's" Apollo in Picardy" as "an 
anatomy of 'decadent historiography'" (871). 

Altick, Richard D. The Victorimls and ti,e Visual Imagination, by Kate 
Flint (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). Jour
nal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies n.s. 10 {Fall 2001): 130-132. Altick 
describes Flint's theme as "consciousness of the act and the 
result of vision ... [which] was a defining characteristic of 
Victorian culture" (130). For one, the Victorians had more to 
see on a daily basis, from "bric-a-brac" to "magic lanterns" 
(130). The breadth of vision encompassed what was under
ground and what was hidden in the mind. The emphasis on 
vision profited by the art criticism of Ruskin, but his admo
nitions to look at things did not take viewers beyond their 
assumptions about the material world "until the advent of 
Paterian aestheticism" (132). Altick admires the way the book 
"opens our eyes to [previously unseen] networks of connec
tions" (132). 

Cevasco, G. A. "Decadence and Victorian Anthologies," a Review of 
The English Literary Decadence: An Anthologt) and The Victori
ans: A Major Authors Anthology, both edited by Christopher 
S. Nassaar (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1999). 
English Literature in TransitiOll 45:1 (2002): 73-76. Cevasco 
describes in The English Literary Decadence: An Anthologt) how 
Nassaar examines Decadence by the light of Pater's Renais
sance, which he claims initiated "a movement that led finally 
to the dark core of the human soul and to Joseph Conrad's 
Heart of Darkness" (74). Nassaar is able to make this claim 
because he thinks that "a central idea of the Renaissance is 
that evil has a strange, compelling beauty that resides in and 
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radiates from it" (74-75). Cevasco approves Nassaar's in
cluding in this anthology Pater's essays on Botticelli, 
Michelangelo, and Winckelrnann, and the Conclusion, as well 
as poems by Dowson, Gray, and Johnson, Wilde's Salomt!, 
and Conrad's Heart of Darkness. Of this latter choice, how
ever, Cevasco observes what he considers to be the "hyper
bole" of Kurtz's being '''typically Decadent in his discovery 
of his dark self in the jungle'" (74). Also, Cevasco criticizes 
Nassaar's failure to distinguish decadence as a moral, physi
cal condition from the Decadence, a movement denoting" an 
aesthetic theory or practice that emerged toward the end of 
the nineteenth century and became part of the mainstream 
of modernism" (75). This anthology "compares favorably" 
with Beckson's, although its selections are considerably dif
ferent; however, it lacks Beckson's general bibliographies and 
"short bibliographies for individual authors" (75). Nassaar's 
The Victorians: A Major Authors Anthology "redefine[s] ten 
major Victorian authors, excluding novelists" (75). Of Pater's 
work, Nassaar includes "The Child in the House" and selec
tions from The Renaissance. 

ElIenzweig, Alien. "A Shropshire Lad on the Great White Way," a 
Review of The Invention of Love, by Torn Stoppard [on the 
New York stage]. Gay and Lesbian Review 8:5 (31 October 
2001): 49; reprinted online in GenderWatch, OCLC First 
Search, 2002, 2 pages. ElIenzweig favorably reviews Torn 
Stoppard's play The Invention of Love, "whose central figure, 
the renowned classical scholar and poet A. E. Housman, re
calls on his deathbed the great personal drama of his Victo
rian youth, his unrequited love for a robust, athletic class
mate, Moses Jackson" (1). He states that "The Invention of 
Love moves past the chilly lyricism of Stoppard's earlier play 
Arcadia or the crowd-pleasing wit of his screenplay for 
Shakespeare in Love, to genuinely tear-inducing warmth." 
According to ElIenzweig, "Daniel Davis ... gives us Wilde 
as an exemplar of Waiter Pater's famous injunction, 'To burn 
always with this hard, gemlike flame'" (2). He seems some
what puzzled by the dramatic effect of Wilde's encounter 
with Housman near the end of the play, because "the scene 
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proposes to cut Housman down to size even though he's 
been presented thus far as intellectually heroic, if romanti
cally tragic." Wilde contrasts with Housman's "closeted in
tellectual" (50). Ellenzweig approves the play as a "very 
moving testament to the homosexual dilemma of an earlier 
age." He praises Bob Crowley's sets and the performances 
of Robert Sean Leonard and Richard Easton, the younger and 
elder Housman. 

Farr, Cecilia Konchar. H. D. and Hellenism: Classic Lines, by Eileen 
Gregory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
American Literature 73 (September 2001): 641-642. Farr ad
mits being out of tune with the basic approach of this book, 
which places H. D. in a "traditional context," influenced by 
Pater 's, Pound's and Eliot's "readings of ancient texts" (641). 
Yet she states: "The strength of this study is its attention to 
this tradition, the patrilineal transmission of H. D.'s 
hellenism" (641). While Farr objects to Gregory's dismiss
ing postmodemist, subjectivist readings of H. D.'s works, 
she appreciates the way this approach "fills gaps that [her) 
postmodemist readings ... could not account for, particu
larly in its close attention, in the later chapters, and in the 
appendix, to H. D.'s 'literary subtexts' in Euripides" (642). 

Ferrari, Robert C. Mapping Male Sexuality: Nineteenth-Century En
gland, eds. Jay Losey and William D. Brewer (Madison: 
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Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2000). English Litera
ture in Transtion 45:1 (2002): 119-122. Ferrari finds that this 
book has the dual purpose 
of examining "how Britons 
in general developed male 
sexualities and identities 
during the century" and 
"how some nineteenth-cen
tury writers defined male 
sexuality in their works" 
(119). Ferrari points out 
how about half of the essays 
focus not on male-male 
sexuality but on "other re-
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lated queer issues, such as gender inversion, homosociality, 
masculinity /fernininity, celibacy, and so on" (119). As such, 
Ferrari believes the book makes a real contribution to "men's 
studies rather than standard gay studies" (119). The book's 
introduction explains its interest in the "many approaches 
and interpretations" of same-sex desire current in the cen
tury (120). One of the essays that Ferrari brings to the reader's 
attention is Losey's "Disguising the Self in Pater and Wilde." 
This essay relates Marius the Epicurean and The Picture of 
Dorian Gray for their" shared consistencies and inconsisten
cies in how Pater and Wilde propagated same-sex relation
ships through the narrative technique of confession" (121). 

Harris, Wendell V. Cosmopolitan Criticism: Oscar Wilde's Philosophy of 
Art, by Julia Prewitt Brown (Charlottesville and London: 
University Press of Virginia, 1997) [with Wilde's Intentions: 
The Artist in His Criticism, by Lawrence Danson (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1997), Revising Wilde: Society and Subver
sion in the Plays of Oscar Wilde, by Sos Eltis (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1996), Oscar Wilde and the Poetics of Ambiguity, by 
Michael Patrick Gillespie (Gainesville: University Press of 
Florida, 1997)]. E11glish Language Notes 38 (September 2000): 
87-93. According to Harris, Brown "argues that Wilde was 
more a successor to Amold than to Pater, and even more to 
the Kantian tradition that opposed empiricism" (88). He 
considers also how Wilde tried to combine aestheticism and 
ethics, art and life. Harris explains Brown's view of Wilde's 
cosmopolitanism: "Wilde was cosmopolitan in the degree 
to which he was at home in, and appreciated, cultures other 
than that in which he was born and normally moved" (89). 
This stance helped Wilde break through Victorian opposi
tions. Harris wishes the book would better clarify Wilde's 
aestheticism as well as his ethical views. 

Latham, David. Thomas Bird Mosher, Pirate Prince of Publishers: A 
Comprehensive Bibliography and Source Guide to The Mosher 
Books Reflecting England's National Literature and Design, by 
Philip R. Bishop (New Castle, DE and London: Oak Knoll 
Press and The British Library, 1998). JournalofPre-Raphaelite 
Studies n.s. 10 (Spring 2001): 107-109. Latham recounts 
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Mosher's history as American publisher of pirated British 
texts, mainly of the Pre-Raphaelite, Aesthetic, and Decadent 
Movements. "Mosher introduced Americans to the 'litera
ture of rapture': to Morris and Dante Rossetti, Swinburne 
and Waiter Pater, Dowson and Arthur Symons" (107). He 
commends Bishop's bibliography of Mosher's press for its 
record of Mosher's "inexcusable" appropriations of "graph
ics from cover designs to dingbats to tail pieces" (108); for its 
accessible tables and graphs "that provide several perspec
tives for surveying the [Mosher] publishing history" (109); 
and its "meticulously researched annotations" (109). He finds 
troublesome, though, its ordering of entries, which "list 
Mosher's books alphabetically by title, while listing the post
Mosher books alphabetically by author" (109). 

Mitchell, Sally. "Teaching Us How To See," a Review of The Victori
ans and the Visual Imagination, by Kate Flint (New York: Cam
bridge University Press, 2000). English Literatllre in Tral1si
tion 45:1 (2002): 76-79. Mitchell describes this book as "sev
eral sets of essays, with different approaches on the topics 
related to what might now be called the Victorians' 'visual 
literacy'" (76). These essays consider "the limits of visibil
ity" (77), invisibility, exposure, and aesthetic criticism. 
Mitchell finds especially successful the chapter "Blindness 
and Insight" and Flint's analyses of "nineteenth century sci
ence" (78). Its major drawbacks are the book's cost, bulki
ness, and poor reproductions. Nevertheless, Mitchell ap
proves its "demonstration of the interplay between art crit
ics' ways of seeing visual representations and the techniques 
people in literature use to interpret poetry and fiction ... 
[which has] provided new tools for all of us" (79). 

Rycenga, Jennifer. "Fmits of Multiplied Consciousness," a Review 
of Nineteenth-Centun) Writings on HomosexlIality: A SOllrcebook, 
ed. Chris White (London/New York: Routledge, 1999). The 
Lesbian Review of Books 7:1 (31 October 2000): 27; reprinted 
online in GenderWatch, OCLC First Search, 2002, 4 pages. 
Rycenga applauds Nineteenth Century Writings on Homosexu
ality: A SOllrcebook as an "excellent and important anthol
ogy" of writings by "same-sex lovers themselves." She notes 
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that Chris White, the editor, praises the authors for "'the va
riety and inventiveness of strategies, genres and other tex
tual devices developed to talk about same-sex desire" (1). 
According to Rycenga, the book's structure shifts from the 
'''normative and dominant' culture's homo-hatred to increas
ingly bold and queer voices,'" beginning with a ttacks on 
homosexuality and laws against it and moving to theoreti
cal and political defenses of it to poetical expressions of it. 
While regretting the book's insufficient contextualizations, 
Rycenga approves its "thorough index and good textual 
notes." She concludes by quoting a passage from Pater's 
Conclusion that begins "'To burn always with this hard, gem
like flame'" and ends "'Only be sure it is passion-that it does 
yield you this fruit of a quickened, multiplied conscious
ness.'" 

) 
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Dissertations 

Avery, Todd Paul. "The Bloomsbury Group: Varieties of Ethical Ex
perience." PhD. Indiana University, 2001. DA162:2 (2001): 
581 A. This dissertation examines the "ethical origins and 
engagements" of the Bloomsbury Group by the light of 
"poststructuralistethical thinking," a method anticipated by 
"their late-Victorian aestheticist forebears, like Waiter Pater 
and Oscar Wilde." 

Barnaby, Edward Thomas. "Meta-spectacle: The Politics of Realism 
and Visuality in the British Historical Novel." PhD. New 
York University, 2001. DA162:3 (2001): 1028 A. This disser
tation navigates the rift in Marxist criticism between those 
"who regard the novel as a means of exposing totalitarian 
ideology and others ... who regard the aesthetic of realism 
in the novel as a means of reinforcing the dominant ideol
ogy of modem capitalist culture within a 'society of spec
tacle.'" Barnaby looks at "the intersection of representations 
of history and visual culture" in works including Ruskin's 
and Pater 's studies of medieval architecture. 

Behlman, Lee Allan. "Faithful unto Death: The Postures of Victo
rian Stoicism." PhD. University of Michigan, 2000. DAf 
61:10 (2000): 4003 A. This dissertation considers the use of 
Stoicism in the nineteenth century to "articulate" masculin
ity as unemotional and controlled. Its chapters include an 
analysis of Marius the Epicurean and Pater 's attack on 
"Stoicism's rigidly hierarchized vision of the male body, the 
mind, and the state." 

Reilly, Eliza Jane. "Pragmatism, Cubism, Modernism: WilliamJames 
and the Trans-Atlantic Avant-garde, 1905-1925." PhD. 
Rutgers, The Sta te University of New Jersey, New Bnmswick, 
2000. DAI 61:10 (2000): 4151 A. This dissertation reviews 
aestheticism from "Pater and Ruskin to Clement Greenberg" 
in order to elucida te "Modernism's opera ling assumptions, 
formal values, and cultural politics" as a first step in 
exploring "William James's influence on the development 
of Modernist theory and practice in the visual arts between 
1905 and 1925." 
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Sau!, Cordon Elliott, Jr. "Woolf, Joyce, and the Troublesome Ques
tion of Direct Influence." PhD. University of Alabama, 1999. 
OAf 61:3 (1999): 1019 A. This dissertation examines the "par
allels and correspondences" between Woolf's and Joyce's 
"careers and developing styles." Saul justifies his study by 
stating, " ... while there are entire books devoted to study
ing similarities between Virginia Woolf and Katherine 
Mansfield, or Waiter Pa ter, or Marcel Proust, there are no 
books devoted entirely to studying the possible interaction 
between Virginia Woolf and James Joyce." 

Erratum: The Publication Staff regret that [sao Itoh's last name was 
misspelled in TIle Pater Newsletter, No. 43, pages 23-24. We were led 
astray by the OCLC First Search, which spelled the name Ito. 
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